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' WASHINGTON (AP) - -  : U.S. SteteSeeretary C rus limitation treaty will impose Dobrynln held 28 negotiating nouncement on SALT II reportemsocnl but he didn't 
Tl~e United States and the Vance lsexpeeted tomake restrictions on u.s. and sessions hero. Their talks sometime thla week. Healao epeclfy the time. 
Soviet' Union have reached the formal almounecment Soviet long-range bombers Monday produced the said two announcements are The treaty is considered a 
basle agreement oh a new here by the end of the week. and intercontinental b llistic breakthrough, hut ad- possible, with one focusing major stop in both con- 
' treaty to limit strategic He also may discluse the missiles through 1985. The min is t ra t ion  officio/Is on the treaiy and the second troKIng the.nuclear arms 
• nuel~tr; Weapons and the t ime and place, for the .  SALT II accord has been withheld an immediate an- on a date for the Carter- race and in improving U.S.- 
pact ~ be signedat a June summit, 'between U..S: undernegotiation f r nearly nouncement, Brezhnev summit, soviet relations. " 
. sum'm)t . meeting, Carter President Carter and Soviet seven years. White House spokesman. State department President Carter has 
administration sources aid 'President Brezhnev. Thisyearalone, Vance and Jody Power said Tuesday he spokesman Hodding Carter begun campaigning for U.S. 
Tu,,osday. ' The  new strategic arms Soviet'Ambassador Anatoly hopes to have an an- said Vance will .meet  Senate ratification of the 
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pact. He has said the for mid-June~ Speculation on 
alternative to the treatyis "a ' a site has centred on 
dark nightmare of Stockholm, Sweden ; 
unrestrained arms com. Geneva, Switzerland; Hel- 
petition.", elnkl, Finland; and Vienna, 
Approval of two.thirds of Austria. 
the senators present - -  a Before a summit takee 
minium of 67 if all100 vote -- place, U.S. and'Soviet ex- 
is required for ratification, perta will assemble in 
The summit is projected Geneva. 
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Canada is 
overdrawn 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government• spent 
$11.372 bflllofl more than it 
took in last year, figures 
released Tuesday show. 
Tbe 1978-79 government 
deficit, covering the fiecal 
year ending Mat;eh 31, was 
$'/28 million less then the 
$12.1.billion deficit predicted 
by Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien in. his November 
budget. 
But the deficit was 22-par- 
cent higher than the 1977-78 
deficit of $9.28 billion. 
Govarnmant spending for 
the year was $45.5 billion and 
total revenues were $34.4 
billion. 
had estimated, resulting in 
the smailer-than.e~rwted 
year-end eficit. 
The major sources of 
revenue were personal in- 
come tax payments $13.9 
billion, corporation taxes 
$6.1 billion federal sales tax 
$4.6 billion, customs duties 
$2.7 billion and non.tax reve- 
nues (which include poet 
office revenue and returns 
on government i vestments) 
$4.3 billion, 
The largest single expense 
was interest charges on the 
public debt which amounted 
to $6.9 billion. Second was old 
age security benefits at $5.5 
billion. 
U.S. counterpart, raders end of the hostage drama l eade s " 
the northwest; and Me- homesteading but not for port started and get the . Development is happening from the Bank of Canada was. that the prisoners may r 
Other large expenditures 
inclUded: $3,9 billion for 
national defance, $3.1 bill/on, 
in equaliztlen payments to 
the provinces, ~2.9 billion on 
unemployment insurance 
'benefits and Job creatien,. 
$2.1 billion for family 
ailowances, $2.2 billion for 
hospitalization payments, 
• $2.5 billion on' regional 
economic development 
projects, $1.5 billion or the 
deportment ~ transport and 
$1.2 billion for the post office. 
• Cbretien has predicted e 
• 1979-80 government deficit of 
$10.76 billion - -  down 
million from last year's 
figure. 
AID THEATRE 
CONCERT TO 
Kitlmat'e • . Theatre 
Committee will hold a 
benefit concert for the 
oommunltythsatre 
project Wednesday, May 
16 at 7:30 p.m. in the new 
Riverledgo Recreation 
Centre. 
The concert, arranged 
by Joyce Knight, will 
f~ture first.place win- 
nero in recent Northwest 
,Music Festivals. 
The program includes 
performances bypianists. 
Lemmikki Teder gnu 
Steffan Wagner, flautist 
Bernadette Ivlaon, the 
Kitimat Presbyterian 
Church Choir and the 
Saint Anthony's School 
Choral Speaking Group. 
The choir will perform 
selnctiom from the rock 
cantata "Joseph". 
Proceeds will be 
donated to the thenatre 
fund. About ~00,000 must 
be raised by ~the com- 
munity towards the $1.7 
M estimated cost of the 
theatre. 
Tickets may be oh- 
tained at Ye Wise Old Owl 
Shop In the City Centre 
Mall or at the door, 
For further information 
or tickets cmtect B~nie 
MacNeili, .63~.6733 Or 
Jeyce Knight, 632.3840, 
¢•Odalitiea to see which can- te will make it easy. for 
them, he enid. "We should 
show more inltlatLve...we 
are only bleeding ourselves 
in the end...don't wait for 
first plank and the Lakeisa 
Hoisprings development is
his second plank. 
Shelford said that his 
planks have become popular 
because veryone wants to 
get on the bandwagon, 
The Socred government 
spent $30 million on Highway 
37 and a lot more money will 
at Alice Arm, Stewart, 
McBride, McKenzie,  
Houston and there is other 
development waiting in the 
wings, said Shelford. 
Voting at 
Veritas 
. Registered voters in the 
Terrace ',area who are 
planning to cast their ballot 
in ,Thursday's provincial 
oinctton can vote between 8
a.m. and 8 p.m. at Veritas 
Hall. 
The chief electoral officer 
requests voters bring their 
official "where to vote" 
card, personal identification, 
and mark their ballot in 
black lead pencil. 
Persons requiring tran- 
sportation to the polk should 
phone the ,  campaign 
headquarters of the can- 
didato of their choice. 
used U.S. dollars from the 
f inance  depar tment ' s  
foreign currency reserves to 
buy unwanted Canadian 
dollars on internation~il 
markets. These dbllars were 
then added to the govern. 
ment~e caeh balances. . 
The figures also shewed 
the government i creased its 
funds by $9.3 bill ionas a 
result of its borrowings in 
Canada and from foreign 
sources. This figure includes 
sales of bonds on the 
currency market, sales of 
Canada Savinge Bonds and 
shortterm commercial 
paper known as treasury 
bills, 
The net effect of all these 
traneactlona was that the 
government ended the year 
with cash balances of ~.4 
billion on hand. 
No single department was 
notably under its spending 
target, but several spent 
slightly less than Chretien 
have become tired. 
The hostages and their 
captors had been huddled in 
darkness ngaimt he prison 
gate after more than seven 
hours of negotiatons with 
prison officials. The hostage- 
taking took place at about 
2:50 p.m. EDT. 
The negotiators called 
across an open spaco nearly 
60 metres wide separating 
the group from the prism 
office. From time to time, 
the .tightly clustered four- 
some stood together. At 
other tin/ca, they sat in a 
circle. 
The convicts are Akin 
Fortin, 2~, serving six years 
for kidnapping, and Richard 
Ca,  on, 21, doing I0 years for 
armed robbery. Both men 
are conaldered deagarous, 
Marchand said. 
They had demanded that 
the gates be opened and that 
a prison truck be put their 
disposal. They did not ask for 
on b&il i 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  Mr. 
Justice Lloyd Houlden of the 
Ontario Appeal Court 
granted ball of I~50, with no 
deposit requirement, to 
postal union leader Jean. 
Claude Parrot oday pending 
an appeal of his threemonth 
Jail term, for defying 
Parliament s hack-to-work 
order last fall. 
A court spokesman said 
Parrot, leader of the 
Canadian Union ot Postal 
Workers, would remain in 
custody until lawyer 
Leonard Shore, who filed the 
hail applieilon, delivered the 
ball order to officials of the 
Ottawa-Carleton Regional 
Detention Centre. 
The spokesman said 
Parrot probably would he 
out of the detection centre by' 
late this afternoon. 
mand fast action to redues 
prices, rejuvenate medicare 
and assert Canadian control 
over domestic resources if 
they hold the balance of 
power after the May 
election, NDP Leader Ed 
Broadhent fmid Tuesday. 
Prime Ministor Trndeau 
called for a strong central 
government which can stand 
up to powerful unions and 
ensure that all citizens are ' 
NDP outline bargaining points 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS " Meanwhile Progressive 
New Democrats would de. Conservative Leader Joe 
Clark toured flood.ravaged 
southern Manitoba nd said 
governments should move 
homes and buildings from 
the worst-hit areas. 
All three will be cam- 
' palgning In southern Ontario 
.today, two  weeks from 
, voting day. 
Both in a Winnipeg in. 
torview and in a speech to 
1,000 Windsor, Ont., high 
school studente, Broadhent 
spoke of the need to regain 
control of resources eo 
they'll be processed In 
Canada to create Jobs. 
He also said Trudeau and 
Clark should be messed 
both on their personalities 
and their positions. Trodeau 
had not echiavod what many 
Canadians expected of him 
in 1208 and all he offers now 
Is arrogance nd eneers. 
Clark'has o~y shown he 
wants power but has yet to 
reveal hla vision of Canada, 
the NDP leader added. 
Trudcau, greeted in 
Halifax by demomtrating 
postal workers .and Jobless 
protestors, replied with a 
impassioned plea for a 
string central government. 
The pestlos, protesting a. 
three-month Jail term for 
their union leader Jean- 
Claude Parrot, were saying 
"there should be one Justice 
for union beasee and another 
Justice for the rest of us," 
'l'rudeau said. 
The prime ministor said 
prosperity had come to 
Atlantic Canada thron~h the 
development end fisheries 
policies of his government. It 
'had also helped cushion 
Easterners from high nil 
IM'/Ces, 
Clark said he wan not ele¢- 
tioneering as he toured 
nearlydeserted Morris, 
Man., and talked floods and 
their consequences with 
officials from several 
municipalities. 
Be said a Conservatism, 
government would discuss 
steps that could be taken in 
conjunction with the U.S. to 
prevent "such outbursts ~ 
nature." 
The flocda, Clark said, 
eh0wed that Canad~ns could 
still pull together. 
"Sometimes we worry' in 
Canada about communitk,~ 
n0t being able to teke care ot 
themselves. Occeslo~Ib' we 
nscd an emergency tosh~w 
Just how well communtlte. 
can work when you have to." 
' A n  explosion and fire at Fdtinmt'a Eurocan pulp mill Creary said people have speculation. " "The old tourists in," he said but then 
early lathe morning caused wasted their time witfi homestead act was in- went on to say that Alnan 
government andthey ehouid strumenlal inopening up this would have to agree to the 
an eetimated ,5,000-~,500.In "find Jobs through their own country," he said. port development and the 
damage,. .. . Bert Smart, vice-president initiative. • . People used to be able to Indian land claims would 
get land very cheaply but and general! manager of " Howard began the nlght of i .get . ~ .  _ have to be eettled before 
, rhetoricbvremindina nmnle: lousy most mnu pnecs are •such development . would 
administratimi,, said today that the "NDP gove°rnm'---e~nt: out of reach to the average occur. 
the ~rchable calms of the elartod the B.C. Develop- .pers°ns financial position "If there is no agreement explosion Was ealphor mixed said McCreery wlthlwoed chips in 0ne of the ment Corporation to assist _ . . . . with Alcan or the Indians 
small "bUsinesses and the Tnare rang magic cure mr then there will be no•port, ''digesters. . : - -, , $~uq.m'la mntolu~d fha NI3P a ' .  the problems ol the economy he said. .The  explosioll blew a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
cyclone off, tho top of the t~ million with $20 million but preeent conditions make "On May 10 don't shut the 
digester andburnlng wood sbswing that it sapported the it too easy for.]~eeploto get gates of the socialist hell' 
chips set fire t0tbe roof of cbrporation, weuare, ne sam. . behind you...shut hem in 
the building. ' ' • Secondary industry, like a front of you on the outside," 
There were no injuries or Howard then went on to  furniture manufacturing, is he said. 
'serious damage. "The slam the Sacrods for not..needed and it is •possible to Shelford said a multi- 
digester will be out of talldng with Ottawa on the buve market gardening here :purp~eportinKittmatishla 
instead of importing food 
• "operation for 24 hours but no important Alaska i tighway from the south, said b'£c. 
production will be lost," pipeline. 
Smart said. Hm ard claimed be had Croery. 
"i , People are interested in 
• A "finance department' 
- ' " spokosman said the year-end t . -  C - h o l d  ! . J , .N I  . 1 @ 1 1 ~ . . . . . .  government deficit was t~. . ,~a~v~ t~41. e~ 
. i ,q : . ' considerably less than q .~ I JL~VJLq~t~ "  llelld l tM' 'd2k .. I n f  4FI T a t  m nnt.   Chret ien  was preillctlng 
. . . . .  
_ , ~ While Indepeiio.eiit candidate Sharp, :~of th~ :~lederal M{relery;'. 7:+. //+~: i .rag.away .m commemu, as 'co l  p ,  , ' The mii~liitd/" ahticlpat~ a • . , , .  _ . . . . . 
~:xcept for the ny. maf DaveSerryblastedeve~one :g~'ernlnent:,~';ab'0ut~/the ./. McCreery,sfourtl~eo.ncern (S~,~I . . . : :  : ;  .~..': _':'_ 10.3-per'-cent growth,  in STE. ANNE./, DES.. fo~l.. ~. .  wa~.r Marcnanu 
~ annoyed the prownc~al .from the present day oewn' pipellheonM0ilday.andthst wasi~lucktinn,:',We'snlJidd7 :i lltgliway ~7. ~a:me...nlg.~- gover'nnient .qpendlng PLAIIqES, que./(CP) -a Two ~ sam, amt~ mat the group 
caii d~date,s.as..it buzzed through modern history and Sl~arp had said that fl~ doors not be training our. ~o~g:  wa.y,to opportu.nity(" ne compared with 1977. The prison employees * taken ~appea..red calm. right up to 
arottndmewheam nateet, independent David Me- would be open te,an. RDF " peop~e tobe bums; we snonlc~ sam:,  ..'.. ~ .. actual rate of increase, was hostage at thell maximum the'nine the two ihostagea 
no~_now0r~..esh~c.ured Creary tried to find some government On the:pipeline, be trainlngthem to heself. .. Heaescr~oea mettaze~m.n 9.7 percent. 'security Arcbambault In- Were~releasod. . • ' 
atthe'~'erracetm;canmustes, middle ground., issue, Sharp said that the reliant;" he saicL nn~ 3o me r~asa,.~as: tee. '  The  department said t~; stitute here ware released The hosta-es wm~ Odlle 
lfl~,tMg~ on Monday: , . / ' I t  wen mostly for the Socreds. had ! not, been : Sorry said that.he has' gatowa.y~to.~e'.w|Luerness Marchetatementehouldnot la e Tuesday apparently ~o,,o,a. o ~,, , , , , , ,  Vo,.~= 
queauons lrom me floor .' enow anyway...pcep~e seem opening discussions with the uften:neen referred m as the . area o~wan~L~x..e: be taken as final The unharmed. ~,~,,a--~,',,',,~'~"~'d ;~n'~,'l 
ranged from why Frank to have made up their minds' federal ~ government on the. ~'oatmosl avage" but he The boc|at,~redit want to goverement's books for the HostagesOdile Savard'and ~'~e~'t~.e '~, '~t~"~r~'~ 
~0wani, . . .  ~e . New already," one'obsarvarlate~ p}pellne, said Howard listed off several ancestors turn Smithers . into the 1970.79 fiscal year will Leonel Choquetto walked of/~ce~ ,,h = . . . .  d '~ 
uemocrauc early can- remarged. :" !. The NDP policy on the who had been mvowed with Switzer~ano: ''~.oL Norm remain ~n for several away from their two captors .-- . '~'" - ' " .  "v~. - ' . " . . "  -,"- nolo up wen unoer tnelr didato, did not say hello to Bread and butter issues pipeline is that since the social work with the' ,  America, She]ford.said monthe to allow late at a~out 10.30 n m EDT in --  • . . . .  . • .'. 
• . . . .  ' ' ' rm " "The northwest is ust • ' ~' ' .orncm, annongn a mue was so.meons at the Trade Fair to like.the need for more jobs ..Americans will benefit from Salvation A y . . . . .  . . . . .  _ . .  ~_ payments and expenditures the .company of prison h~d tn ~,.~..o~,w~, s ,boca* 
i ,, , g P three homemade knives, NDP; Frank Howard, oftha Sh~ford said the RDP roll.on of construction He  described the nor- ' You can. t turn the added ~41 billion to its animmedlatetrausterofil~e aadi -~ '~-,  we,'-"~hobh' 
• drove job opportunities out equipment ~hwestas the breadbasket of economy onand off as you bulaoces~1978usaresaitof " wo prisoners to the Centre - ..~. --;~ . . -  v : -~  .~ ,, ,, maoe In me prmon shop • . • of the peovince between i97~. It would mean hundreds the south and said he has want o, he said. iisaction~onworld, cu,~,cv...., do I)ovelonement, Correc- 
• Puln mall o,~o~ for this area," said heard about thepor t .  Shel[ord compared the markets to support the tionnel attached to nearby  
• r . Saoredahaved0nenothlngto Howard. ~ . development of'Kitlmst for flguresbf4.5percentgrowth falterin~ dollar Laval Penitentiary !"1h . • 
~*- . '  ' create new i0bs; Sorry said McCreery. said people nine years and nothing has'~! under the Socre,~. with the When" the "dollar lost The only e;il.nation re  s ia l  
.~ 1~1"P/~ I ft_ l ' t .~[.Q neither the Socreds or the shonld bu allowed to get 5 to happened so far. ' 'minus growth under the groundlastyearagaiustlts Marchand could glve for the 
...~.,,.., v.~.,,,.,s.,,., RDP have done anything for I0 acres of land for "We need to get the ferry NDP. . ' 
6 , • • 
t 
spired between Jan..l ,  1973, hours and l5 minutes that he paymaster," inthis case the The thai, expected to last maximum, sentence of 10 
pobllcattous, sexual, affair between the The judge, Sir Joseph Can: and Dec. 18, 1977, to murder • prosecution's star witness, newspapers that bought he two to three months, had • years.if'convlctedi•/, 
Thol'pe, 50i David two. :: tley, 63, dressed ln redrobes Scott, and that Thorpe in- former MP Peter. Bessell, stoW. 
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From small businessmen to. trade Union members, 
Social Credit candidates are people from .all walks ' of lifi """ " I ' 
united in their belief that:   ci fo " I al Credit.Is best r B.C,,:.I,
Jim I IcwiU 
credit union manager 
"Boundary-Sin~ilkamecn 
Icn'~ %C~dl'l ~ 
iil~..~•ll,1nic. ,)l~.lllb~.l I~A. V 
I~ l~11l¢11.1~, ( "l III sl j [ tll.'l'lt'~ 
:b!;~:~// ~' ,:, ~:A.~: . li~.~; ~r.~!~,!~i 
Bernie Smilh 
retired policeman 
Vancouver I!asl 
(li l l '()~uahl 
h II l~sJlt l l"J I l l ; l l l  
I I ! l r , )ab~ N(~rlh 
c)l~ l|runlnicl 
high ~chl.d l~!incipal 
i • ,' 
I Iclen lloycc 
houscwil~ 
Vuncouver alderman 
Vancouver Fas! 
/ 
I luph It.bbins 
I)airyhind lltanager 
Prince Rt,pCrl 
( icrr .~ ( ira.~ 
Member PPWC 
IVlackcn/ic 
Slcl)hcn I(~gc,'s 
airline ~ihll . 
Vanc¢)uvcr S~)IIIII 
I'rcmk.r Bill Ilu'n,lcll 
1111~.i11¢,.',111;111 
( )k;l l l~l~an .~t l lh  
I )Ic Kahl 
I V~l'.'h t.'l" 
I ,,qtlill|;llI-P~rl I(~'nfic~ 
l'hil I|ro.kn 
luu'dical technician 
Rosnhlnd-Trail 
I ) csm()nd  K imnf i l l  Wa l ' f l c l l  Kc  )¢tl~ 
min is l c r  / a rch i l¢c l  
VHllC( ttlVt.'l" ( 'C'll[lu' W;l l lu 'ot lv¢l"  ( ' c l l l l 'U  
Rex lhdlcll I tr ' ian ~milh 
,~111;tlI btlsirlc,,,,nlall l l t~ . ' l ,  ~I;I~,~I ,d (} i lk  lliB 
( ' l lV,  lch;ll|-mill;lhill ( ) i lk  l|;l~ "( i~rd~m I l~'ad 
Member Teamsters 
NCHlh ht;ll~tl 
On May 110, vote* for the government hat 
puts the individual first. 
. J  
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS. FORYOU. 
I.EW .. B,.E  
• . i i 
TEHRAN (AP) -- The Ira- told to go home and wait to 
hian revolutionary, firing be called about claiming the 
squads, in the bloodiest day 'remains.. C" 
since they began executing ~ Revolutioni'y guardsmen 
their countrymen ~in ' outside the morgueangrily 
February, killed 21 perso/m told the ~,lcflms' ,:relatives 
• Tuesday, including two of' • tha[the xecuted were guilty 
the shah's former cabinet' i of murtT~ and 'deserved 
ministers and 'an  army `• their-ptmishment/-The of- 
general, Radio Tehran ' ficial'eharges:agalnst the
announced. : . vieUms' included :'Nvarring 
. More trials were reported with" " God "i "aM. hie 
current level of 191. n;: '  ' 'T i~: '~argd 'o f  ~iimulting 
Sobbing relatives gathered the tfnam': is~a.i~v'ono and 
at the Tehran city morgue appa~rentl~ ,~ refer~ed to 
shortly after dawn to claim revolut ionary religious 
the bodies. Reporters aid leader Ayatollah Ruhollah 
only one body was handed Khomeini, known in Iran as 
over, it in a rough wooden 'the-' imam,: ;~ or" supreme 
coffin. •Other families were lender/ ~ ~ "" .~ 
. H - '  
/ 
Earthcluake in 'Fr isco 
, ' '  ! .Lq . '  
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) .  • "One notable 8uccoss was 
Shortly after parakeets sud- at Willlte," said Jack Pfiuke, 
denly screeched and dogs a researcher at the iigehey's 
growled !myster ious ly  offices In" Menlo P~k. He 
Tuesday,: the'San Francisco was referring t0~k small 
are~was~hlt by itssecond northern California com- 
earthquake" in 10 days. ' munity where :~':tremor 
Were the strange squawks' :,-registering 5'.0 on theRichter 
and barks a prelud~ to the " scal~ hit on N0v;.22; 1977. 
quake late Monday? : i ~ ":: 
Some scientists a t  the ' ~ 
United States Geological The Richter.  scale 
Survey and the Stanford measures ground metieR as 
Research Institute think recorded on seismographs. 
strange animal behavior is a Every increase "of a number 
clue to earthquake pre- means a tenfold increase in 
diction, magnitude. . ,~ 
Ten  lled .in fire i:i,i • 
• " '  I~  ~;~.fioi~;,:JvnoG ' .~0 ~ '3# ~,g~, 
MANCHESTER/Bhglan@ p~" A~'~ p~l'b~ffs dd to the 
tAP) -- Fire turned the five- roof and were brought down 
storey Woolworth variety 
store in this Midlands in- 
dustrial city into a raging 
inferno during business 
hours Tuesday afternoon, 
killing at least 10 persons, 
police reported. 
. They said more than 50 
were admitted to hospital, 
some in serious condition. 
Scores of shoppers and 
clerks ran late the.street 
from the basement and main 
floor. 
ladders by firemen. 
A fleet of 18 ambulances 
took the dead and injured to 
three ncarbyhospitak. More 
than 100 firemen fought the 
blaze, bringing it under 
control in late afternon. 
A ' f i re  ~ department 
spokesman said thb bodies of 
sim women and four men 
had been recovered, As night 
fell, firemen equipped wih 
breathing apparatus ear-. 
chad for more victims. 
Pr i soners  escape 
GUELPH, Ont. tCP) -- 
Police are still searching for 
seven prisoners who escaped 
during a riot at Guelph 
• correctional centre involving 
more than 180 prisoners. 
Prison officials say they 
think the riot began because 
six preeners were 
disciplined late Monday 
after showing signs of having 
taken drugs. 
But Lyndon Nelms, deput~, 
regional director for the 
Ontario correctional • ser- 
vices ministry, said the riot 
also could have been a 
divcrson tc allow the escape. 
Gordon Walker, Ontario's 
cor rec t iona l  serv ices  
minister, sai  d pi'isoners 
would have died in fires 
during the riot .if. prison 
• mattresses were not fire- 
retardant. 
He said the situation could 
have resembled oneat a Jail 
in Stratfo~'d, Ont., lZ/2 years 
ago, when five I~risoners died 
after,/their,  mattresses 
caught fire. ' 
The escape was not dis- 
covered until' after the 3~/z- 
hour riot ended ~~ early 
Tuesday, Walker s~!d. 
Leadersh ip  the issue  
WINDSOR, Ont. tCP) -- 
New Democratic leader Ed 
Broadbent old 1,000 high 
school seniors Tuesday that 
strong leadership is the 
biggest question in the May 
22 general election. 
As young'voters marking 
ballots for the first time in 
the election two weeks from 
today, Broadbent said they. 
should make assessments 
not only on the personalityof 
the leader but what he stood 
for. 
"Consider the vrime 
minister's record f0rt~ last 
11 years. " • 
• "Consider his appr6ach in 
Quebec where he celts the 
farmers complainers'and i  
British Colmbin where he 
told young ~ people they 
should get off their asses if 
they want jobs." . . . .  
The t~th was, Broadbent 
said, tiara" w.as enly"one Job 
for .every/ 20:. Canadians 
looking for work . / "  
The NDP. leader got 
several Ovations (or hie 
remarks on the party's tand 
on the equality Of women and 
on medicare, 
Cal i fornia rat ioning gas 
NEW york  tAP) -- The ^p~ll,.~ideaiera n out of 
severe i gasoline supply monthly allocations, have 
crunch ~that i s  forcing eased, . although . many 
rationingl in California has stations remain* closed on 
not yet hit the rest of the Sundays.,. ?" ": 
United St~tm but there are Herbert .Hugo, a..ssntor 
warnings of pPobleins later editor at Platt's Oilgram, an 
in the m0rtth, i ' . industry .  neWdlctter .in 
! = Chicago, said: This Is t " he  
An Associated Press spot calm before the storm and 
check showed that long lines the st0rm'ls going to come 
generally~lwere t~e ex~ abmit MemgrlalDay (May 
ceptten, no~e rule, in most , 28). TI~ ha/idwritl~ on the 
areas so fi~,~ The shortages walt is 0/it therS; in .calif0r- 
that develol~ at the end of Ida.:' • 
' ' ~ . D I N O  
' " ' " in 'the Smithers Jamboree time I backed out of here for 
andwanttoregioteraheadof another week so have 
time, write M. Palmer, Box yourselves a mighty fine 
305, Smithers, B.C.; or call week, take care, and don't 
active mem~ present. A WEE GEORDIE on Ch.l. forget; keep smilin', catch 
• . welcome to the club as a I haven't seen OW-EY you on the return...3's for 
active member goes out to .BIRD of ]ate...wonder what now. 
, : ;  
I 
LITTLE,BUGS. Glad to have, 
• ' yOU aboard, L.B. Anyone 
~se out there that would like 
' to Joln'this group, please get 
in touch with RAINDROP on 
• Ch.  i l  or phone}her at 635- 
9094. N0w •members are 
always welcomed and a XM 
..... number is allthat Is required 
along with the need to want 
to he!p otbera, so come on 
out. combined dinner 
meeting will be held at the 
Sandman, June 7 starting at 
7 p.m. and all. active 
........ members  are invited to 
attend. 
• For these of yon ~vhe look 
forward to the nightly check 
i nou  Ch. It, please be aware 
; : that tt will continue until the 
: ,  end of June, thenls cuncelled 
, ,,~ for the summer months. 
.. ,.. Starting. off the second 
... Sunday in September, it will 
, , continue again starting at 10 
.... ' p.m. and thereafter only" 
every Sunday night so do not 
' ~pect o hear it every night, 
as is the custom now,It will 
be on the  same chunaa l  (11) 
:,: with the difference being 
:, , that your BBC number and 
• handle only wLll be called. 
Late check im will be called 
'i,/ as per usual, along with 
swap and shop. 
.,., ,TheBBC has now donated 
'I~00 to the Jack Cook School 
"and the Three Rivers 
Workshop to aid In sending 
the" children to Prince 
Gee~ge next month for the 
Handicapped Olympics. 
Now that the beautiful 
weather is U~p(~on .us once 
more and wlth so many 
people working out in their 
yards dr Jmt relaxing, the 
Sunday coffee breaks have 
come to an end and will 
.... resume again in the second 
• Sunday in September so 
please keep thnt' ia mind 
when you wander down to 
our place and can't un- 
derstsnd why ne'one lse is 
there, 
Seeing is believing, or so 
they say, but SUPER 
THIEF'S latest garb leaves 
much to wonder about. He's 
taken to wearing ches.t 
waders, ~while Utoke ,~rouhd 
him wear the conventional 
. . . . . .  ~p  waders. He says this IS sO,.' 
',he can catch the tall ones." 
• Speaking of which, he has 
officially informed us that" 
he's changed his" handle to 
PEEPIN '  AFRO since his 
get together with the  one, 
imown as SUPER PETER, 
an.unbellevsble t am these 
two. Even LITTLE DIPPER 
will attest to that, with or 
• without he tope. 
" Birthday grettings go to 
~ IM'  GEORGE who 
celebrated his on the 7th. 
We have an address for 
Howard 
assured 
regarding 
pipeline 
Frank • Howard,. NDP 
candidate for Skeson, an- 
neuuced, today in Terrace 
that he had received 
assurances from the federal 
government ' s  Northern 
Pipel ine. Agency that 
discussions regarding the 
Alaska Highway . Gas 
Pipeline could proceed 
imm'ediately following the 
provincial, election. 
Howard said,' :My concern 
was whether or not any 
moves had been made which 
would prevent the establish- 
meat of a roll-on, roll-off port 
facility at Kittmat to move 
supplies and pipe through 
this area to the Alaska Hip-  
way.". 
: "X telephoned Mitchell 
Sharp, chairman of the 
NorthernPipeline Agency 
and was advised that no 
agreement has been signed 
with the provincial govern. 
ment and was assured that 
his doors would be open to us 
if.  we are elected the 
government on May 10," 
said Howard. 
"A~ soon as possible after 
the lOth," said Howard ,  "I 
intend to fallow up my 
lZ'ol~ial to get that roll-ca, 
roll.off facility built and 
have Foothills' Pipelines 
move its pipe and supplies 
through Kltimat and .al~g 
Highway 37 to the Alaaaa 
Hishwny. That, in itself, will 
create hundreds upon 
hundreds of Jobs in thLs area 
and will generate the tax 
revenue to upgrade our 
Whole hlffhway system." 
"TIlls is the positive type 
d~ approach  needed to get 
' Skeeua into the mainstream 
" (Af economic activity in 
B.C.," said Howard. 
! , 
:i hoping Ev ry 0 that elnetiou, although by e n e S 19750 the number of 
. Socred .seats had in- 
' creased to 14 because of 
by Llnda Purschke victories, defections by members of 
, hl the 1972 election, the Liberal and Con- 
As election day in the Dave Barrett and the ecrvative parties. 
province draws clc~er, NDP won a decisive 38 out When the results of the 
beth theSocial Credit and of 55 seat majority from December 1975 election 
New Democratic Party the Socreda, led by the were tabulated, Social 
are hoping for repeat former premier, W.A.C. Credit, now under Bill 
performances of past Bennett. Social Credit Bennett, had turned the 
I " 
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tables on the NDP to wi~ 
back a majority. IdJ975, 
the Sncreds took 36 seats,. 
the NDP 17, while the 
Liberals and 'Con- 
servatlves managed to 
maintain one seat each,  
In Skeena, the Social 
Credit candidate Cyril 
Hartley Dent.. Shelford 
took the - r id ing  by 970 
votes, although in 1972 
Dent had received an 1800 
vote majority. 
In any case, there are 
still a few more hours 
before the results of the 
1979 election become 
Shelford, who had been history and whether 
minister of agriculture either party will gain a 
under. W.A.C. Bennett, clear mandate remaim to 
defeated NDP incumbent, ,be seen. 
"1 have a vision that will provide ooonomio .seourity and a 
quality of lifo unparalleled in. the the past for all tho residents of/Skoona. 
: . . . . . .  It rests/on the development of those main areas:", : : 
, . , ~.A~, 
J • * 
~ ~ "  ! ~e untouched rosourm of M northenn mcbes: of Western Canada Will 
b~tonle accessible down this biEhway• and throqh ~e port of Kitimat. This will dake 
Vancouver and Terrace the supply centres4or no~ern devnloPmenl~ief B.C., the :~:: 
Yukon and Alaska. .. 
-,,..~,~:~;:. ~,~ .... 7.ok will open up a weals of out 
.- .~.: ~, ~.. . ; : , '  - 
• ? 
nn • - , " A pndola that wilt take sklars from 
L i ' ' - - downtown Smithers to the top of Hudson 
i/~" by Nonntoin will transform this area, with 
I ~  " its lone ski season, into the Switzerland of 
~ r j ~ "~e north. The now ski facilities will be 
unrivalledaywhero in Canada. 
,:~,:~i'i 
• I 
This outotondinl untoral rosomo, noctlnd quietly on the shores 
ol.Lnkolse Lab, will prod@ local residents and Iravollon with 
• accommndaliot educational opporlunilios k betel manailmonl, 
. apicultnro amd rocmlioo, a convention centre, health spa and 
unlimited pocsihilitios ~.  Htdoor pasthuo~. 
!'iiiiiii' :iz'  : . . . . . . . . . .  
Kitimt as a multi-use port and ferry dock wnaM be the key to a new 
IrauspwttMlan corridor from Vancouver to Alaska and smother ~eway to the 
Pacifier:Rim co@Mos for Caudina expn. 
"1 ask for your support May 10 to oompioto these oxoiting projoot$." 
t 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
I 
Dear Sir: 
It is now almost a month 
Mace the provincial election 
was called and I do net knew 
what the issues are. I would 
find it very helpful if there 
could be a debate on TV 
involving all four provincial 
party leaders. I get the 
impression that Bill Bennett 
is reluctant to debate with 
Dave Barrett. 
Yours sincerely: 
Croft Re•die 
Dear Sir: 
I recently learned that the 
Fish & Wildlife branch 
budget, which was to be 
increased by 2 per cent this 
fiscal year, will now be a 
gland-pot budget, after a 
special order recently went 
out to reduce the budget by ~. 
per cent. 
The result of this illogical 
and inadequate budgeting, 
will effectively see a 
reduction in funding 
amounting to24 per cent --  
when one considers the rate 
of inflation and the rate of 
growth that is required for 
the Fish & Wildlife branch to 
meet its responsibilities. 
Last fiscal year, 1978-79, 
our conservation officers in 
eased audit it showed the 
province ov,~ $40O mtiliou ip 
the hole, but a few weeks 
inter an error of one hundred. 
and thirty million dollars 
was found, bringing the loss 
of under ;200 million, with 
the notation that by re. 
arranging and re.claesifylng 
these figures aslight surplus 
might have existed. 
Now he slates how badly 
our roads deteriorated under 
the NDP, and how the 
Socreds •have upgraded 
them. I travel the highway 
from here to Vancouver 
usually twice a year and I 
saw just as much road 
upgrading under the NDP as 
under the Socreds. 
Locally, the NDP 
upgraded four miles of 
Kalum Lake Drive, and 
blacktopped it; upgraded the 
Keith Avenue approach to 
the new Skeena Bridge and 
blacktopped it. They built 
Highway 16 from the Kalum 
River to beyond the Shames 
and blacktopped it, and we 
didn't have to travel over 
broken rock and cbarse 
gravel for a year as we did 
on long strstchee.of Highway 
16 east of here under the 
W.A.C. Bennett rule. 
the Skeene region, which The NDP in three years, 
extends from Burns Lake to built five steel bridges 
the Queen Charlotte Islands between Terrace and 
and north to~ tha~ Yukon 'Kwlnitna, and the new 
border, were out Of gas and 
vehicle maintenance funds 
before the end 0/ November, 
which meant hat they could 
not do their normal field 
patrol dutieS for the months 
of December," January, 
February and March. Where 
does this leave the Fish & 
Wildlife branch this year? 
Does it mean that the con* 
servation officers will be out 
of gas and vehicle money by 
as early as September or 
August of this year -- during 
the peak of our hunting and 
fishing seasons? 
This is incredible from a 
provincial government that 
promotes tourism as our 
third largest industry, which 
is so dependent upon fish, 
wildlife and a clean en- 
vironment. Even more 
important is the fact that in 
the Skeena region, we are  
almost totally dependent 
upon a healthy fish and 
wildlife resource for 
tourism, 
In my opinion, the Social 
Credit government never 
has and still does not care 
about fish, wildlife and the 
environment. They pay tip- 
service to it --  their record 
over the past 3½ years in 
reducing budgets to the Fish 
& Wildlife branch; con- 
frontation with the federal 
government over fishery- 
forestry issues; low morale 
in the Fish & Wildlife Branch 
and virtually no par- 
ticipatlon by the Fish & 
Wildlife Branch in delicate 
political issues such as the 
proposed Kitimat Oil Port 
proposal, indicates their lack 
of concern. In a region where 
more than 30 per cent of the 
residents either fish, hunt or 
do other outdoor activities - -
not to mention the im- 
porlance of tourism to our 
area, we must demand a 
better deal for our fish and 
wildlife and the en- 
vironment, 
If it meaus electing a new 
government to achieve this 
end, then I have ~ other 
choice but to vote for a new 
person on Mny 10th to 
represent my views in 
Victoria, 
JimCulp 
Dear Sir: 
I wish Mr. Shslford would 
either he more specific, or 
more careful, in his We- 
election TV blurbs. Lo t  
election he tried to frtght~ 
us by eaanrtingthat the NDP 
had left the province 
possibly am much as • btilion 
dollars in the hole. Bennett 
promised a complete audit o 
show Just how badly off we 
were. 
When I received his haft- 
Dudley. Little Bridge at 
Terrace. And 'at Kltwanga,, 
nix weeks after announcing 
the highway nerth would be 
built from Kitwanga, con- 
tracts were let and actual 
constructiou commenced. 
After what happened on 
Highway 16 East after the 
floods last fail, the Socreda 
should he the last to criticize. 
Seventy.five percent of that 
damage was due to the kind 
of construction under the 
W.A.C, Bennett regime. 
The NDP finished the 
overpass at the west end of 
Fraser Lake, loft half-built 
by the Soereds for about 
eight years; also, the 
overpass at Houston, le~q 
haft-finished for about five 
years. The narrow bridge 
here forced over wide 
vehicles to swing south at 
Burns Lake to Francois Lake 
and hack to Highway 16 at 
Houston. And  Sheiford 
represented this area during 
this time. 
Bill Bennett, leader of the 
deformed Liberal party, has 
spent most of the last three 
years trying te destroy all 
the good things Barrett did,' 
and calling it progress. The 
Panno plant, taken over by 
Barrett because closure 
threatened 300 jobs, was 
making good profits so 
Bennett decided it should be 
sold to private interests. A
cooperative group of far- 
mers in the valley wished to 
buy it as a going concern, but 
Bennett chose to sell to 
I 
ON PARK ISSUE 
Terrace alderman comments 
Dear Sir; 
At a meeting on April 
~4th Te'rraee Council 
adopted, a recom- 
mendation coner ning a 
plan to  develop Lower 
Little Park. The 
recommendation was as 
follows: 
"That the sketch as 
presented to the com- 
mittee be adopted as the 
basis of the plan for 
development of Lower 
Little Park" 
A proposal to improve 
Lower Little Park has 
some merit; no one would 
deny that our "parks" 
need work. The matter is 
net as simple as it ap- 
• pears. ~.~. : • :.. • 
Since~uncKwasasked 
: to adopt a plan which 
clearly required money 
some questions, were in 
order. It was reasonable 
to expect he "sketch" to 
be available for members 
of council the the public to 
see. Even something as 
basic as the estimated 
cost of the completed 
project should have been 
available. However, what 
happened was that ab- 
solutely no information 
was made available. It
wasn't possible to see 
even a sketch of the 
proposed plan. 
Questions on the  
proposal fell on deaf ears 
and produced a blank 
stare from the chairman 
of the committee. When I
finally asked' ff anyone 
had seen the sketch there 
was total silence from all 
~h~embere of council and 
'~f f  present. I assumed 
~+~t only the members of 
the recreation committee 
' knew what they were 
voting on but since no one 
volunteered an ex- 
planation, that ausump. 
tion is. questionable. An 
amendment to have the 
matter tabled until the 
, recreation commission. 
.could have input on the 
proposal was defeated 
and the recommendation 
was adopted. '
. The . following day, 
according to your paper, 
:'tbesksteh was' unveiled 
at-, a recreation com- 
mission meeting. They 
may very well have ob- 
jected to not being con- 
sulted before the proposal 
was .adopted by council, 
but at least hey saw what 
they were adopting or 
rubber stamping. 
My first piece of con-. 
crete inforrdatien came 
from your newspaper the 
following Thursday, April 
26th. Then on Tuesday, 
May 1st I attended a 
recreation committee 
meeting as an observer in 
order to find out what 
council 'had adopted 1 
week earlier. Here are 
some of the fact 
presented: 
• 1. The first phase of the 
development will be the 
area of Lower Little Park 
fronting on Kalum St. and 
surrounding the Library. 
(a sketchwas available at 
the meeting) '
2. The cost of this first 
phase is $50,000..This 
money is to come from 
the account which was 
earlier explained, by the 
chairman, to L "~ '' for 
general park develop- 
ment in Terrace, The of this 
project is estimated by 
the committee tobe about 
$~00,000q. 
4. Only'phase I is to be 
completed this year, The 
rest o the area Will be left 
as is. The other thrse to 
the costs and are now left 
in the position of having to 
wonder about the costs. 
We can always hold a 
lottery for our 
"dropoauian': dreams. 
The manner in which 
this action was taken is . 
only a reflection of. 
council's intoxication 
with their new-found 
wealth. The 1979 budget .... 
provides for an increase 
in~ municipal spending of 
$796,000 (% of a million 
dollars) over the 1978 
expenditures of ~3,578,765 
(municipal portion only). 
This represents an in-. 
crease of 21.6 per cent. 
Instead of .reducing 
laxatios) as' the .School 
Board hat~:announccd. 
four : phases/..will:: he , :.Terrace Council 
completed overthe next 
thrs~ to four years.. . 
5. The cast of main- 
tenance will be con- 
sidered at a later clata~ 
It appears that on April 
,24, council, without any 
information, approved a
motion which committed 
the taxpayer to spending 
$200,000. Certainly the 
idea should have been 
considered but to deny an 
alderman the' information 
necessary to make that 
decision is irresponsible 
however, noble the 
motives might be. We still 
do net have '.a written 
itemized breakdown of 
has 
decided that they will 
withhold the benefits of 
an increased assessment 
base from the laxplayer , 
Apparently taxes are no 
longer high in Terrace so 
a reduction is not 
required. 
Some areas of the 
municipality definitely 
need extra funds but a lot 
Of money will be wasted if
Council continues to pass 
motions without knowing 
.the ' financial im- 
.plications. In its haste 
council may trample over 
much more than. a few 
trees. 
Very truly yours, 
Heimut Giesbrecht 
• ~..? 
I T RRACEDUMPi I1 
i A PROBLEM 
ESIDENTS ! THER 
byLInda Purschke 
Residents d the Kalum 
Lake Drlve area, angry 
over what they consider 
government inaction, are 
mounting a concerts• 
chmpelgn to protest the 
present site of the 
municipal dump" at the 
next meeting of Terrace, 
city council, 
The dump is now 
located about two 
kilometers horthwest of 
Terrace in the canoe of a 
sizeable residential  
district, • According to 
Alderman Bob Cooper, 
chairman, of the public 
works committee, the site 
was first chosen about 15 
years ago, although many 
of the homes were.. 
established by the.time 
the original "permit from 
the pollution control 
branch was issued in 
September, 1974. 
,~ide from the eyesore 
created, which they say 
resulted in a devaluation 
of property, major 
• concerns of the people of 
the area are irritants 
• produced by the' burning 
of refuse; the possibility 
of water contamination 
and the danger to 
children from hears and 
other animals that are 
attracted to the refuse. 
"Our home is located 
one quarter of a mile 
north of the landfill site," 
said Jeff Outerbridge ina 
letter to city council, "on 
two aeree of beautiful 
treed land where our 
peace and solitude no 
longer belongs to us. For 
the protection of our 
'families, add our in- 
ve'stments" we are. 
"requesting. that the. 
District of Terrace 
remove its operation 
from Our area com- 
pletely, to an entirely new 
and safer location." 
Outerbridge says he 
has personally policed the 
gates of the dump to keep 
people from dumping 
refuse in the' ditches and 
on neighboring property 
when the gates to the 
dump are closed . . . . . .  
• Th.~e: city keeps an' .a.t. 
., ,t~n~/ant '~ii~.the site froln: 
1o a.m. to7 p.m., six days 
a week from March to 
November, and Cooper 
slated that the city could 
not afford to have the site 
supervised ~4 hours a 
day,  . 
In the letter, Outer- 
bridge describes the 
problems of alr'pollutiou 
from garbage burning. 
Another area resident, 
Patrick Elw0od, in a 
supporting letter to 
council, contends the city 
is incapable ofcontrolling 
the burning of garbage 
because there is a build 
up of uncovered refuse, 
"These fumes and 
smoke from this burning 
garbage are not only an 
irritant," says Elwoed, 
"but also are a danger to 
health for the smoke is 
full of toxic gases from 
the burning plastics," 
Cooper stated that he 
did not feel there was a 
build up of refuse, but 
said that the city does 
have a problem with 
people who start fires at 
the dump, when the at- 
tendant isn't there. 
Cooper said that the city 
only burns refuse in 
compliance with the 
~rmit issued to them 
CANDIDATE RESPOND 
from the pollution control ~ 
branch. ' - *~'i ": 
This permit, With ~ thei? 
most recent amendm'ent- 
da~ed Jan. Sl, 1979, slate~ '~ 
acceptable material'~foF ~~ 
burning m'~j ~ include:':! 
"selected demolition ~'~ 
refuse, trees, and slmilar .'~ 
• items, but •. excluding/~ 
nuteance-causlng com- ~ 
bustibles uch as rubber, !~" 
plastics, tars, insulation, ', 
etc." 'The permit also ~' 
states burning should be~![ 
done only on days when ~'| 
the wind direction is away i 
from the residences, aud:~ 
requires that no refuse be 
dumped within 100 meters i;.'~[ 
of a residence, ' .... "i 
Cooper also noted ' that"[  
beth burning refuse as:,~| 
stated in the permit and  c| 
burying fill material are :~/l 
extremely difficult in the ~;'~ 
winter months, i : ' l  
• The residents c0nteud:'~JI 
the district is digging into ~ ~! 
thewster table to providn~ 
fill for thedump, aud~! 
Elwood slated that he has :~'1 
pictures to document h i s~ 
allegation that garbage ~ .I 
has been hurled eight feet ~.l~l 
into'the water lahie, ' '/.'t 
Cooper Said ~ water. "~i 
,supplies to residents :~ 
would not be effected .by:~:' 
the dump' s i te .  The '.t~ 
pollution control branch ~z 
has done pollution tests 0n'", 
four wells located at the '~ 
dump and have also/. ~ 
tested wells be anglos 
the residents, but ne,'~" 
cording to Bob Smart, ~"i 
pollution control officer, ''~' 
"so far we have 'not ~ 
documented a problem." •~ 
There may not bei~ 
documentation for a"', 
problem with water'/'. 
supply, but there is'i:~ ' 
bountiful • evidence t0i'~ 
prove the dump attracts 
a l l  sorts • of wildlife, ~Y 
especiallybean . With '~.' 
hears regular residents 0fi:: 
the neighbeurhood, many ~ 
people fear for the safety; 
o f  their children, ~ 
"We've had occasion to !~, 
trap several and shot a"/ 
few bears out there," said ;: 
Dave Krach, con- ,~, 
servatton officer for the~,~ 
fish and. wildlife ;bcanch.,~i 
One residbnt' ,"stated~ 
severaL,bears ,~d,.~heen~ 
shot by people who live in  
the area, including one '-.i 
rare Kermode " bear. ~ 
Krack said wildlife en- .  
dangering property 0r? 
threatening stock can he~. 
destroyed legally, but 
that the branch en- 
courages daily burn;aS or 
buying of r refuse to deter 
. animals, "although this is~ 
not always done," 
Coo'per said be felt the:~. 
'best Solution for all 
concerned would be a new 
dump site, about two 
miles north of the present, 
location. He stated he felt 
a co-operative ffort by'  
the municipality, 'the•' 
regional distrtct,and'the " 
sawmills to establish ti~/i 
new location, whicli 
would'be much larger 
'than the present one as,  
well as provide gravel, . .  
should resolve the 
residents concerns. 
In the meantime, the 
situation remains c0nq 
tentious and the residents 
are dissatisfied. ,. ..... 
"There's some : 
hotheads around here .i 
who don't want to go the 
paper route," sa id . ,  
Elwood. 'T in  hoping 
weql get some action 
soon." 
Carglll, anAmerinanmulil. Comments  on coastal  national company, while O O . . . . . . .  "~' 
, _ , = , 0 _ ,  nawgat lon  ifor sale. Evidently, in his 
mind, the cooperative group ~: 
were part of the horde of 
'NationAl Socisllste,' to those by Frank Howard by David Berry by C~ll 8heHord i 
(Independent) (8oclal Credit) t (NDP) 
We will get a good coastal Dave Barrett and the NDP ~ 
transportation system when have made the committment 
we elect a provincial to build or buy the ships 
government which believes, necessary toprovide us with 
in providi~ such a service adequate shipping facilities 
and the mechanism for in this area, 
getting such a service will be Certainly, part of, that 
to tap the federalgovern, shipping plan involves a 
ment for funds, If that fails ferry system to serve th~ 
we will go it alone, northwestern area throng• 
When the federal govern, the Port of Kitimat and we 
• will build such a syste~n, 
ment ook action to remove But, more than that we 
what litti: co~stal shipping desperately need carlo ships 
didexist lnB.C, they dealt us 
a blow from which recovery to serve ths up,.eonat com. 
will take e long time, munitiea with supplies. 
With the federal govern- 
The federal government meat having abendonnd Its 
has given the provincial responsibility and the 
governmentecme$ilmillion .provincial government 
to compensate for the loss of having spent 'the $17 million 
shipping, Where did the $17 on somsthing else, our only 
million go? It certainly choice in to elect a parson 
wasn't used to help this and a party dedicated to 
northern ares, which was the fighting for the righte of thte 
area hurt most by the area and providlng services 
removal of ships, to people, 
of us who remember the 
Second World War, a direct 
link-up with Nazi Gern~ny, 
But Bill Bennett is re~ving 
on Barrett initiative for his 
platform. Free shares the! 
wouldn't he available xoni~ 
for Barrett's shrewd 
bargaining; rquler driver's 
license fees foryoung males 
which the NDP granted 
when ICBC was inRisted but 
taken away by Bennett, 
railway extemion to Masks 
heing negotiated by Barr~t 
and now included as Soer~l 
po~.:~inly Barrett made 
mtelekee, and he is the first 
to admit iL But ea a lasdor~ 
and a shrewd business head 
lo~ing to batter the ] lv~l  
condlllo~ of the avera~ 
citlsan of the province, 
rather than the inlersais of 
the ]arid business firml, 
Barrett standu bead and 
nheu]ders over Bill Bennett. 
F, Frank 
At the risk of sounding or alternatively a 99 year 
parochial, Skecnn has to he lease arrangement, 
part of an integrated coastal (3) The provincial 
transportation system and government • has to oh- 
this has to be accomplished jectively set goals for 
through the port of KlUmt, commencement of he ferry 
There are four basic service using temporary 
problem areas that have to ~ facilities kindly offered by 
hedeelded, and dealt with, Eurocan as a first step, to 
Each are equally important, ascertain the viability of the 
and development cannot service in the short run 
proceed without settlmnent whilst defining long range 
of these four beaiciuuna es a objectives, Such a service 
prertkluisite, could be on a summer only 
(ll Settlement of the basis to experiment with 
liable Nati~s claims at frequency of service, type of 
Kitimat with them owning service, etc, . 
the land on their side of the (4) The federal govern- 
basin, as equal partners and ment has to get on with the 
earning revenues on their immediate preparation of 
land resource, upgrading transportation 
(3) Settlement by 99 year linkn during the interim or 
lease, or by eapropristion i  trial period in the areas of 
the public interest of Alnan rail upgrading and land 
held lends on their side of the claims of the Hatela Nation 
basin, ff they rofuce to allow in conjunction with the 
the use by outright purchase province, 
This is a very important 
question because a great 
deal of work is necessary to 
improve our coastal, tran- 
sporlation~system, However, 
to improve that system, we 
must have major develop- 
ment to pay for it; and a 
stable government which is 
accepted by industry to be 
tough, hut fair, 
There is no doubt that the 
Queen Charlotte Islands will 
have a ferry link since they 
have been isolated far too. 
• long,' 
• Kltimat could become the 
~ towey to the northwest t, I believe, the port of 
Kitimat wlll only go ahead as 
'a full multi purpose port or 
not at all, A start in this 
direction has been made 
with the announcement of a~ 
methanol plant, and other~ 
industries will establial~ 
there because, as I .have 
pointed out before, Canada/ 
needs more western ports, !
We in British Columblai 
must put a high priority on i
the Kitimat port as the~ 
essential link in the northern: 
transportation route to' the 1 
Yukon and Alaska because, i. 
if we don't, Edmonton will i 
replace Vancouver as the 
supply center for their~ 
developing area , 
r, 
We have a bright future for, 
both the economy• and~ 
coastal transportation, but~ 
we can't have ~e withouL~ 
me other; and the people~ 
must decide whether they ~ 
want to stay as they are, or :: 
go ahead with expansion and !~ 
development, 
~'•' e Poo r Want chang 
MANILA (Router) - -  
Developing countries 
_presentsd a formidable list 
of demands to rich states 
Tuesday at the monthlong 
UN Conference onTrade and 
Development (UNCTAD). 
i Demanding action to 
~ange the world's economic 
situation, Wherein it was 
~eported the 'rich are 
gr~Hng richer and the.pocr 
_l~or~, delegates from the 
developing world said 
~olitiual will is needed to 
bring about changes. ~ 
!Defending the developed 
states, France, , the  
spokesman of the European 
Economic Community 
(EECL announced can- 
collation of $170 million owed 
to France by I0 of the world's 
poorest countries aad 
rejected charges O f
protectionsim, 
French Economy Minster 
Rene' Monory said EEC 
imports from developing 
states has consisteully in- 
creased by 30 per cent an- 
nually since 1972, 
The developing States' de- 
mands are in a lengthy Pro- 
gram for Collective Self-re- 
liance and Framework for 
Negotiations worked out last 
February at a meeting in 
Arusha,,Tanzania; of the so- 
called Group of 77 
developing countries. 
The program was tabled 
Tuesday, on the second ay 
of the Manila conference, by
the  group's r~prosentative 
Wllhert Chagala of Tan- 
zania, 
He said efforts during the 
last 20 years to narrow the 
gap between rich and poor 
countries have failed. 
"We are still faced with a 
chaot ic  internat ional  
economic system. It is a 
world in which the rich grow 
richer and the poor, poorer," 
he said. 
lsrael ls  on attack 
BEIRUT (.MD --  Israeli Prime Minister Menachem "will all be history" by next 
The Arusha document, 
which laid down the 119- 
country Third World group's 
basic position for the tough, 
closed-door negotiations 
over the next four weeks, 
includes demands for: 
--Less protectionism and 
an opening of markets to the 
manufactured and semi- 
manufactured goods of the 
developing states. 
---Speedy commodity stock 
and price stabilization 
agreements and support for 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries groups 
of producers ~f primary 
materials. 
--Tighter controls on 
activities of multi-national 
corporations. 
--A three-year foreign aid 
commitment with pledges of 
an annual 2,5.per-cent in- 
crease by the United States, 
France, West Germany and 
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~nllitary planes attacked 
targets in southern Lebanon 
~nd buzzed Beirut on 
• ~ceday during a speech .~ 
which Palestinian guerrum 
leader Yanser Arnfat vowed 
~o continue guerrilla ttacks 
~galnst Israel and des~-ihed 
the United States as a 
'snake's head" that must be 
:rushed. 
Arnfat's command said 
hree civilians were 
~/ounded when Israeli jets 
Rrhfed the coastal highway 
~etween the Zahrani River 
md 'Abu al Aswad, 48 
dlometres north of the 
~raell border. 
Arnfat said jets also raided 
he southern Lebanon town 
)f Biasariyeh, about 51 
dlomeireu from Beirut, the 
Lebanese capitol, but there 
san no immediate con- 
.h'matien. 
In Tel Aviv, the Israeli 
military command said its 
planes bombed "terrorist 
concentrations" twice 
Tuesday, striking near the 
Zahrnni River and near the 
Hilage of Reihan, 18 
kilometres north of the 
northern Israeli town of 
Metulla. All planes returned 
Safely the base, the com- 
mand said. 
The third straight day of 
Israeli air raids brought the 
reported casualty toll of 
Palestinians and Lebanese 
to at least 66 dead and 143 
wounded in reprisal attacks 
Israel mounted since it 
• signed its ponce treaty with 
~gypt March ~ . . . . .  • 
B~th ~E~i~t and~  ' ~.~./ 
attempted topressure Israel 
into haltieg its attacks, but 
Begin was resolute to con- 
tinue them. 
Begin offered a peace 
treaty with Lebanon on 
Monday, but the offer was 
immediately rejected. He 
threatened atthe same time 
to continue attacking 
Palestinian strongholds. 
While the jets buzzed 
Beirut, Arafat, speaking to 
guerrilla graduates in a 
hideaway south of the city, 
said: 
"Terrorist Begin should 
realize that he cannot 
challenge us. No one can 
challenge men of sacrifice, 
men who consider them- 
selves living martyrs, men 
who carry their own coffins 
as they fight." 
Ararat also urged foreign 
ministers of Islamic coun- 
tries meeting in the 
Moroccan city of Fez to take 
collective sanctions against 
the U,S, 
• "America is the snake's 
need," he said. "No one can 
stop 'cUrrent intrigues 
against the Arab cause in the 
Middle East Unless the 
snake's head, not  tail, is 
crushed." 
He again called for tough 
measures against Egypt for 
its treaty and said: 
"I wish to tell the con- 
ferees ( in Fezl that 
suspending the Egyptian 
regime's membership in the 
conference is not enough. 
They should rise to the chal- 
lenge and take stern punitive 
measures against the United 
States." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
In Cairo,' Pt~esident Anwar: 
S~dd[ ~predicted ~ the Arab 
boycott of Egypt over its 
peace treaty with Israel 
Mass graves found 
SOROTI, Uganda (AP) -- 
A mass grave holding an 
estimated 200 bodies of 
Ugandane killed by troops 
loyal to deposed dictator Idi 
Amen was discovered in 
Soroti's military police 
compound Tuesday, soldiers 
said. 
. Near the pit -- stacked to 
within two metres of its top 
with" the bodies of men, 
women and children -- are 
three similar graves, all 
empty. 
Tanzanlan and anti-Amen 
Ugandan soldiers showed the 
graves to the first reporters 
to reach Soroti, 191 
kilometres northeast of the 
capital city of Ka~pala. The 
town was taken Friday. 
One M the empty pits was 
more than three metres long, 
about one metre wide and I0 
metres deep. Soldiers said 
bodies "were piled like sacks 
on a truck" in the full grave 
that apparently was the 
same size. Reporters did not 
see the bodies, which Tan- 
zanlgn soldiers had covered 
with a thin layer of earth. 
Air force Lieut. Joseph 
Obonyo, 38, a Ugandan exile 
who returned with the Tan- 
saalans to oust Amen, said' 
some of the slain children 
appeared only three years 
old. Some had their throats 
cut and others were stabbed 
in the chest, he said. 
Atrocities began surfacing 
soon after Amen overthrew 
President Milton Obete and 
took power in 1971. In- 
dependent sources ay more 
than 200,000 persons have 
been killed in the eight 
years. Reporters at Soroti, 
who have been covering 
Uganda since the start of 
Amin's rule, said they had 
not previously witnessed an 
example of such large.scale 
murder. 
The massacre evidently 
occurred during the three 
weeks between April 11, 
when Kampala fell and 
provisional Pres ident  
Yusufu Lule was installed, 
and Friday, when this town 
of IS,000 fell to the Tanzanian 
forces without a fight. 
A Tanzanleu column led by 
three tanks was'reported 
only two kilometres beyond 
Soroti on Monday. Other 
Tanzanian forces were 
advancing in central and 
western Uganda in a drive to 
capture the northern third of 
the country still held by 
Amin's troops. 
CANAD& 
WITHOUT TREES,WOULD BE 
CN D 
. . . INCOMPLETE ! 
year. 
It We shah face our fate and 
we shall fight our battle., 
but I think all this, even if it 
accelerates this year, by 
next year it will all be 
history," Sadat said. 
In Jerusalem a top-level 
committee began preparing 
Israeli policy for the opening 
round of talks with Egypt 
and the U.S. this month on 
the shape of Palestinian self- 
rule in Israaii-occupted Arab 
territories. 
Government sources aid 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance ,is planning trips to 
Cairo and Jerusalem later 
this month' fol: initial con. 
tacts on the autonomy plan 
for the 1.1 million" palestin- 
inns in tl~.Wost Bank and 
Gaza. 
Formal talks among 
negotiators of the three 
countries are to begin by 
May 25. 
Japan. 
--A greater share in the 
bulk shipping • trade. 
--A 'special three-year 
emergency , aid and 
'tievelopment program for 
the very poorest countries. 
The succession of formal 
statements will continue In 
the plenary sessions, while 
negotiating roups start 
private meetings today. 
The plenary opened 
Tuesday with a warning 
from• UNCTAD Secretary- 
General Gamani Cores of Sri 
Lanka that he world's whole 
Wading system is in danger 
unless ways are found 
quickly to open markets to 
the Third World and aid their 
industrialization. 
"If the conference falls to. 
act purposefully in this field, 
it would mean that i t  has 
neglected one of the major 
problems of our time," he 
said. 
Dog Town Disco. 
Lend a Keep 
:hand... Canada 
to clean Beautiful 
O land ,, 
• ' ;  f f .~ 
fi] : 
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ACnong the Trade Fair displays was 
m 
• :~ ..... ~il "~i . , , ,,, 
BUSINESS D IREr :TORY 
;, ~ --Estate Planning 
--Mortgage Insurance 
--Business Insurance 
i ~  --Educational: Funds., , 
Brian Montgomery: 
Representative 
Business A4anuJiLife Business 
635:9236 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company 635-9236, 
i ! 
Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential - Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
,, ~I.~:.,'~., :,;:'UfllquerBathroot~lB00llq'ue'.: - " ,  .',:~I" 
• ;4431 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VgG 4BS OR 635.9320 
htstsll & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 6-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'I 
Warranty Oepst for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylva.lfa 
,MEN. - SAT. i! a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4623 Lakelse 635-4543 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
SERVICE 
,BROC K F UGER ~4t OLD LAKELSE LAKE DRIVE 
6.~0.=a7 TEnACL B.C. 
FOR MALE GLACIER To insure a safe driving career, 
PRE-FAB GREENHOUSES L ~ 'b  4418 Legion Avenue trust the experts to show you 
$108 and up A ~v Terra0e, B.0. how. It may save your life. 
BAKKERS M0.ULAR STRUCTURES ~ (O,~, '~ ~ Skeena Driving Sohod 
Phone 638-1768 evenings or A Complete Glass and B.0. Government Bonded 
Veery at 3961 Dobie St. Aluminum Service 636-7532 
IA12-M1'l 
I 
Jim'' le  ' sPet  S tore  Cleaners Ltd ,-..,,,~,,,.,.~,w,.w,.. Jun • RENOVATING. BICYCLES- ETC. 
FOR THE BEST IN 
- -Largest  Selection of Fish in the Pacific SUEDEANDLEATHER n a"an 'y  Unli ited Northwest CLEANING man m 
-'-Complete line of small animal and bar# 2 LOCATIONS 
products 4404 Lq ion  Avenue and Mini Mall 
(Next  to Mr. Mikes) Call BILL or DALE  ~4$Mountelnvinw 
138-8277 or 63S.~47 Terrace, B.C. 
4607LAZELLEAVENUE 638-1864 635-2838 
I I 
CASH TAX[ Pro-Teoh Eleotronies Engineering FOR . , ,  .cE SERVING TERRACE & K IT IMAT " r~E: ! i l  7~,~v 
We Service All Commerclai & Home Entertalnment BILLS TAX SERVICE 
Appliances ,nclnding MicrowaVewarranty Depot JIB'I i~l l ,  rWt~' p r  IlltJlll 
Sanyo Soundeslgn, Kenwood 4920 HALLIWELL AVENUE TERRACE 
Morse Electrophonic * ~  
Hammond Certified Techniclan 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 pm. 
" - - 'o -  , , , - , , , ,  Pho, ne 636-3971 
I I I I I I  ii 
/ I  I 
Cal l  us  a t  635 .6357 9 to  5 
I I I I _ I I III 
t 
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. dally . is under way Series is tied . . - . • 13()STON (AP.) -- Stan "I told you they wouldn't beck just 27 seconds lat~' as. Terrace Minor SQccer is Alyat~h. Moose In- Jonathan, noted mainly for beat us three times in a Mondou scored on a l~g  under way once again, with ternational takes on Highe's his toughness in the National row," Cherry said. "Now we slapshot. :- the first regular season Surveyors Monday May14th, Hockey Leaguet scoredthroe go there; and the pressure is The Brulns, with .their 
games having been played 6:30 p.m. at Cassie Hall goals, even:'shaking off the on them." becks to the wall after a 5-I 
last weekend. The schedule East. l~sofaeoupleoffronttoeth With the victory, the loss in Montreal SaSSy  
continues with competition Clarence Miehiel School in the process. Bruinu, beaten in post- night, elected to try to skate 
slated now up until Labor fields are the scene of hG,i aild Jonathan, who missed season play in Montreal in with the speedY Canadlenl 
Day weekend. Division 5 action. At the most of the regular season seven conscutlve games the and had the better of thq 
MtoorSoeeerisblggerand ClaroneMiehlel East field, becaaseofashouldarinjury, last three years, earned going' in the fihal twb 
better than ever in Terrace the TerraceChryaler Aspens went on his scoring binge, another chance to end the periods. , : 
this year, with ~he league take on the Kenworth Cats and Boston Brnlns skated to hex at the Forum Thursday Boston bed much better 
divided into five division Saturday May 12th at I0:00 a 5-2 victory over Montreal n/l~ht. ' 
, comprising" a total of 27 a.m., while at 11:15 a.m. on Canadlens on Tuesday night, Jonathan, who scored just' scoring opportunltieB~ although the official scor r 
teams. There are 435 boys the same field, it's the forcing a seventh and six times during the regular had the Cuasdieas with a 27. 
ranglnginagufrom6tel7 MeEwan's Fireblrds vs ~ R ] i i  b ~ " ' - - X  deciding game in their seanon, had one Boul in the 23 advantoge in shots OR" 
involved. Kan's Photo Mighty Mites. ~l~Ib ~ ' Stanley Cup semi.final first period, tying the score goal. ):: 
There are a total of 14 On the Clarence Miehlel ~ r playoff, i.i. Dryden made several fine 
games cheduled for the five West field, the Wedeene , Jonathan scored two goals Then, after Wayne Cash- saves in the middle perlo~ 
divisions this weekend. Whitecaps take on Doe's in the third period, but man pot Beston in front 3-2 before Cushman outhusis¢~ 
Division 1 action sees the Unitod at 10:00a.m., and it's Boston eeaeh "Don Cherry with a big assist from Brad Montreal defeneeman GU]~:: 
Twin River Falcons take on theTotem Ford Mustangs vs ' , ' called the young winger's Park at 16:30 of the second Lapolnte in front of the net 
the Rotary Wheeis at Skeena the Kinsmen Jets at 11:15 ~ .... first tally in the opening period, Jonathan added two and tlpped home Park's long 
West field, at 6:30 p.m., a.m. period the biggest one .  insurance goals in the finale, drive from the point. ~ 
while in Division 2, also at Thirteen games were "That first goal was the • Theftrst, at7:23, came on The Brnlns never let Up 
Skeena West," Philpott's played Saturday, MaySth.In . turnlngpoint," said Cherry. "apass fromBob Millerand after that, skating and 
Cheetahs go against Division 2 action, Manuel's "They had got the Jump on the other, withless than five forechecking with reckless 
Manasl's Pumas at i0:00 Pumas defeated Sight & ,d,= us and that goal got us minutes remaining, was set abandon in breaking up 
a.m. Saturday May lZth. Sound .Tornadoes 4-3, while going." up on a pass from the corner Montreal plays. ' 
Aiyansh whipped Philpott's ., After Wayne Cashman by Cashman. Boston goalie Gllles 
There are three Division 3 Cheetahs 8-0. Division 3 tipped in a pass from Brad Despite steamy conditions Gilbert, who replaced 
games slated for Saturday games aw the Bavarian Inn Park to put Boston in front in. packed Boston Garden, veter~in Gerry Cheerers 
May 12th. At 10:00 a.m., Mr. Oxen down All Seasons with the only goal in the the two old rivals came out after the second game ct the 
Mike's Sharks tangle with Blazers4-1, while Mr. Mike's second period, Jonathan put winging. Montreal jumped to series, turned in anothei" 
All Seasons Blazers, while at Sharks clobbered Murford's the game out of reach. At a 1;0 lead at 8:05 as Larry spectacular effort. He 
ll:30a.m.,it'stheCedarland Mosquitoes 12-0, and 7:23 of the third period, he Robimontippedh0meapass robbed Guy Laneur and 
Giants vs Bavarian Inn Aiyansh got by the poked home apass from Bob from Pierre Mended while Mondou with" spectacular 
Oxen, both games at the Cedarland Giants 2.1. Miller as he went crashing both teams were shor.- saves in protecting the lead 
Skeena North field. Also at. Four Division 4 games into the goal. That eest him ' thanded, late In thesecond period. 
11:30 a.m., Murford's were played. The West End two front teeth. Boston wasted little time With nine minutes 
Mosquitoes take on Aiyaash,' Eagles squeaked by Higbe's However, 'he remained in in everling the score as remaining, Gilbert came Up 
at Aiyaash. Surveyors 3-2, Pohle Coyotes the game and added an in- Jonathan tipped in shot at with another outstandi~l 
Four Division 4 matches doubled Skesna Foresters 6-' surance goal at 15:24. ' 10:02. " save as he kicked.out Serge 
are scheduled for Saturday 3, Moose Internationals "He'n a scrapper," said Don Marcotto gave the Savard's backhander f o~11 
May 12th, with another whippedFaber's Bombers8- Boston defenceman Mike Bminsa2-11eadwitha quick elese up. Then after Jona; 
slated for Monday May 14th. 2, and Aiyansh downed the Milbury, who spent much of shot high off goalie Ken thon's third goal, he robbed 
At the Cnsale Hall East field, Finning Flyers 4-1. . ~he night sprawing to block Dryden's left arm at 13:21, Mondou again before tim~ 
Saturday it's Co-op Kickers In Division 5action, it was Montreal shots. 10ut the Cunadieas tv.u, ck ran out. ~ 
vs Finning Flyers at 10:00 Totem Ford Mustangs 7, 
a.m., and at 11:15 a.m., it's Kenworth Cats 0, Ken's 
the Skeena Foresters vs the Photo's Mighty Mites 2, . WIN  IN  SIX 
West EndEagles. At the Wedeene Whitecaps I, lILangers are in finals Cassis Hall West field, at Kimm  J ts 4, M Ewen's D 
10:00 a.m., Pohle Coyotes Firebirds 1, while Doe's 
take on Faber's Bombers, United and the Terrace • 
while at 11:15 a.m., it's Chrysler Aspens pisyed toa ' ' '. 
Moose Internationals vs 1-1 tie. NEW YORK (AP) -- Don stretcher and was hospi- Division champions and the 
Murdoch and Ron Greschner ' talized v;ith a possible left winner of the over-aU point 
scored secohd.perlod goak . shoulder separation, standings crown, would haY0 
just 3:42 apart Tuesday Rangers right wing~ Ron had the home-ice advantage 
night, rallying New York Duguay was rapped on the if they had made the finals. 
~ryo  U ~00T/ / /  Rangers to a 2-I triumph benk of the head by the sttck TheIsismiersandRangel~ 
over New York Islanders of Islanders defenceman met in the play0ff 
and sending the winners into Denis Potvin with two preliminaries of 1975. The 
the National Hockey League seconds left in the second Islanders won the decisiv~ 
playoff inals, period. He needed stitches to third game in overtime, and 
Islanders' right winger close the wound but retumed began their rapid rise to WE NEED TREES Mike Bossyfinsllybrokehis for the third periodand the respectability. 
longest goal-scoring slump ebullient celebration that This time, the Rangers 
OLYMPIC  IN{)~IR  Y of the season,, snapping a followed the game.ending were the conquerors ands 
N~"  five-game scoreless :streak buzzer., similar rise may hav~ 
__ . . . . .  ~ " ~ A ~ : by netting a 10-foot, power- The Islanders, the Patrick begun. Taillibert to appear play baekhanderatS:56of .the first pert6d. But the BASEBALL  tiM INN ~gers,  showing the poise 
• that has been their signature 
Angels rout MOKI [~ '~ MONTREAL (CP) -- architect has said he thinks cluding cement and rein- this spring, pulled even when French architect Roger of himself as a builder of forcing steel, were substan- Murdoch converted the 
Taiilibert, who played a key monuments and some tially lower than what was rebound of a Marie Marois 
ro,e in Montreal's Olympic Montrealers have said eventuallyoeeded., shot to tle it at 5:03 of the t h e  R e d  S o x  MAY spending spree, has agreed tongue-in-cheek that the Other testimony has in- secondsession. 
• to appear May 16 beforethe $612-million .Olympic dieated that Taiilibert Then, at 8:45, Gresehner 
Quebec government inquiry Stadium fulfills Mayor Jean resisted changes in his took a pass from rookie left 
9 to  ~)6  into the 1976 Games' $1.27- Drapeau's dream of leaving design that could have cut winger Don Maloney and 
billion cost. a monument behind him. costs and that he was able to powered a 50-foot drive past Joe Rudi's 10th grand, runs in the fifth inning, two 
exert an unusual influence the left. leg of Islanders slam homer of his major, on Willie Randolph's triple, 
goalie Glenn Reseh to send league baseball career and to beat Seattle. Run Guldry, The commission's an- A commission lawyer has on the worl[site because of 
nouncement Tuesday said privately that if his clo~e personal the Rangers into the flnal for Carney Lansford's two home inanotherreltcfappearance, 
runs led California Angels to retired all six betters he 
followed a catand-mouse Taiilibert were to appear he relationship with DraPeau. the first time since 1972. The 
game which lasted nearly a would be questioned closely Tafllibert is also expected Rangers will play the winner a 10-2 rout of Be~ton Red Sex faced, the final four on 
year involving a lengthy about information he gave to "be questioned about of the Boston-Montreal in American League action strikeouts. 
exchange of letters and the City of Montreal for the previous testimony in- series, which will be decided Tuesday night. Jerry Morales drove in 
telegrams with Tallithert, preparation ofa 1972 budget dieating " there were in a Seventh game Thursday Rick Miller's double and three runs with a homer and 
the architect who designed which proved to be sub- significant delays in the night at Montreal. two walks by rookie Chuck a double and Steve Kemp, 
the futuristic main facilities stantially less than the even- production of his ar- Before a delirious crowd of Rainey preceded Rudi's fifth Jason Thompson aQd Lance 
for the Games. tued cost., chitecturalpisns. Thedelays 17,372, with 4,099 more homer ofthe season, a first- Parrish knocked in two 
are said to have contributed watching on clesedcireuit inning blast into the centre, apiece in the Tigers' victory 
field bleachers. Lansford over the White Sex. ~ Quebec Superior Court For example, the 70,000- to the extremely tight televisisnat the Felt Forum 
Justice Albert Malouf, head seat main stadium was schedule for Olympic on- elsewhere in Madison bed a two-run homer in the - In National League play 
. . . . . .  of the inquiry, appeared estimated tocnst$106 million struetlon, which led to'what Square Garden, the Rangers third and a solo shot in the Cincinnati Reds edged 
Mexican Food & Drinks satisfied when he announced in 1972, but ended up with a was described as chaotic sccredth~10thvictoryin 13 fifth, both into the left.field Chicago 6-7, St. Louis Car- 
that the agreement was final price tag of $612 worksite conditions, playoff games -- theealy screen off reliever Jim dinals beat HOUston Astres 4- 
LICK YOUR LIPS AND SAY TEOUILA. YOUSEEI reached last week with million. Taillibert bed originally lnsses have come in over- Wright. Winner Chris 1 and Atlanta Braves 
YOUR TONGUE I$ GETTING USED TO MEXICAN .Taillibert, the French gov- The commission has heard asked for more than $14 time--since the 1979 Stanley Knapp, who pitched aseven -~ defeated Pittsburgh Pirates 
ALREADY. A FEW MORE BASIC WORDS AND ernment's chief of civil testimony indicating that million in fees for his ar- Cup pisyoffs began, hitter, gave up a homer to 4-1. 
YOU ARE SET FOR A ~Jt~R EVENING OF ~.X I~,N  architecture. Taillibert's estimates for ehltecturalwork but agreed They fell behind when Boston's Dwight Evans in DaveConcepeionsmanhed 
TRADITION AT THE MAVAIOAN raN. The flamboyant Paris required materials, in- finally to accept $6.8 million. Bossy scored the Islanders' the fifth. • first power-pisy goal in 20 In the rest of the American single,a homedroverUn' ai dOUblethreeandrunsa 
. . . . .  TVpact for Tarkent.on chances .this series. Leagtm, Now York Yankees and seored thtee to lead the APPEARING IN THE LOUNGE Defenceman Stefan Persson beat Seattle Mariners 5-3, Reds past the Cubs. 
AND DINNING ROOM • took a shot from the blueline Detroit Tigers outlasted tGeorge Hendrtck's three- 
that tipped off center Bryan Chicago White Sox 10-8, run homer broke an eighth- 
DIEGO ALCARAZ Trotttcr and Rangers goalie Milwaukee Brewers ripped inning tie and gave the 
- - '- - NEW YORK (AP) -- Fran president of ABC news and and lead the Vikings to their John Davidson. Bossy, Cleveland Indians 9-5, Cardinals their•victory over 
DtNNER RESERVATIONS RECIUESTED Tarkenton, the record- sports, announced Tuesday. first victory ever, a 37-13 pressing to snap his string of Baltimore Orioles blasted Houston. 
smashing quarterback for Tarkenton, who spent 18 decisiouoverChieagoBears, f ustration, roared down the Oakland A's 8-2, Texas Eddie Solomon's three- left side and lifted the Rangers trimmed Kansas hitter and barrel Cbeney's 
635-9161 Mmesoto Vikings, has quit seasons in the National He finished with 18 TDs rebound over the fallen City Roya~ 8-7 and gin- two.run double helped the 
pro funothall and signed a FootballLeague, willconflne that season and his 56.1 goalie, nesota Twins mauled Braves beat Pittsburgh anl[ 
multi-year contract with his scrambling this season te Toronto BlueJays16-6. snap a flvegame losinli 
= . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ABC Sports, Rooue Arledge, the broadcast booth between completion percentage was Murdoch tied it from The Yankees cored four streak. ', 
Frank Gifford and Howard the best ever by a first-ynsr ' almost thQ same spot, 
Cosell on ABC's Monday man with more than 150 capturing the rebound of 
Night Football. Tarkenton attempts. His 1,997 yards Marois' shot, wheeling and RALLYING 
will do six regular season passing was the only tlme be firing the rebound past 
games, spemng off com- would be under 2,000 in the Reach. 
mentator Don Meredith. next 15 years. Then came Grescbner's ANYONE? 
With Tarkenton's career He was t~'aded to New tally. The assist by Maloney 
behind him, he will probably York Giants in 1967 and gave was his eighth point in this 
be remembered u the mn them instant respectability, series and his 19th for the Is there anyone out if you're keen on the idea 
who: turning ateam that had won playoffs -- extending his there with a small or you can reach him in the 
--Set the standard for the one game in 1966 into a 74 playoff scoring lead over medium sized sedan, evenings at 638-1609. 
scrambling, mobile quarter- club with a potent offence. Montreal's Guy Lafleur. sports ear, etc., in. Such a club, if formed, 
back; Tarkenton passed for 3,088 The victory was only the terested in the sport of would probably involve 
--Held every major NFL yards and 29 touchdowns, ninth in 24 lifetime semi.final rallying? Ken Bergen, rallys, slalom races, and 
career quertorbeck re~ord; He was traded back to the appearances for the who has been involved in possibly even go.cart 
and Vikings in 1973, leading them Rangers, who last won the the sport in the Prince races. Cars would he 
--Never won a Super Bowl to Super Bowl losses in 1974, Stanley Cup in 1940. The George area for some divided into various 
despite three shots at it. '75 and '77. Islanders, ending the time now, would like to classifications (modified, 
The former University ct His career records in- seventh year of their hlst6ry know. stock, wheelbase, size, 
Georgia star began his pro elude: mest yards gained on another frustrating note, etc.) 
career as the first-year, passing, 47,003; most posses lost their fourthserni-fiasl in Bergen would like to At the moment, theelub 
Vikings' third.round draft completed, 3,686; most as many appearaneesin that find out how many of you is still Just an idea, but ff 
choice in 1961. He came df passes attempted, 6,467, and round, out there with you small enough people show in- 
the bench in Minnesota's most eomeoutive seasons . Both teams lost players in ears, (Datsuns, Mazdas, terest, it could get off the 
flrstregular.seasongamete passing for 2,000 or more the hard-ebecking contest, Vegas, etc.), or sports ground and become a 
throw four touehdown passes yards, 18. Islanders centre Wayne cars, are interested in reality. Once again, the. 
Merriek was rammed into forming an organization person toeoniaetffyou're 
I A I the boards by defenceman that would probably be 'interested is Ken Bergen, 
Keep canada Beautiful [ Marois with 2:08 remaining called the Terrace Auto and he can he reached at 
in the second period. Hewas Sports Club (TASC), and 638-1609 in the evenings. 
removed from the ice on a 
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CAN BUILD 
a dynamic future in British 
COlumbia. Through cautious 
. yoq  th ink  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  about  
it • " * • . .  O 0  - : 
r 
• .* , , . ' ,  ; . .  
. - . , .  
ght . . . .  " . . . . . .  : '  planning and. forethou ,, We can,  . ~ , : : :~ : !~ 
realize our hopes for. this province. We ,can.turn aro 
7) '•." ::,;,:• 
. 2 " .  : . 
B ~ 
• r , • ,  : "  ' :  . .  : . . . .  " " 
.:; ) :  :- . . .  - 
economic elreumLstanees of the past three ~ 
years: If we look around a~ the great 
wealth of our r~atural resources, and the 
• greater wealth of human energy and 
talent, we recognize at once that we can 
provide jobs for all. We can maintain a 
. , t ' ,  
? 
qual!ty healthcare system. We can:  :,:~:~o ,= ,~,=,  
provide our c~i~ldren w~th' a diversified ............................... 
economic base on which to build for their 
children. We can guide our own economic 
destiny, and end forever the uncertainty 
of having our jobs and resources 
controlled by outsiders. We can build 
industries, mills, refineries., and shipyards 
that will iise our resources and employ 
our workers. We can tap our sources 
; . - - . '  
Of energy wisely. We never need to 
consider nuclear technology. 
Together we can build a 
better British Columbia. 
It has to be done. 
With your help, 
• it will be done. 
the 
Dave Barrett, 
Leader, :i : 
British Columbia ~ 
New Democratic Party ' : ;  .... :: 
' i 
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CAMPAGNOLO CRUSADING AGAINST 
HOCKEY VIOLENCE 
VANCOUVER ~CP) -- some problems of minor 
Sports Minister lona amateur hockey in 
Campagnolo continued Canada are high costs, 
her crusade to rid hockey long schedules which 
of violence Tuesday with leave little time for skill 
a promise to ask development, a com. 
provinces to work for the plicated and inconsistent 
protection of the players, rule structure, recurring 
The minister said, in violence and declining 
releasing an interim participation. 
report on minor hockey in It is based on in- 
Canada, that she was formation gathered by 
concerned about a lack of executive director Larry 
concern for amateur Regan of Canadian 
players in research done 'H~key Review,- a 
by the Canadian Hockey committee established in 
Review committee. September, 1976, headed 
"I'll he pleading with by Mr. Jus~ee John J, 
the provinces tO work Uric of the Federal Court 
with us for the protection of Canada. 
d the player," she told a Regan conducted more 
news conference. "All than 300 interviews and 
provinces must work with attended about tbO 
us in this area." meetings with hockey 
Referring to a pre. officials across the 
.game brawl Monday country during an eight- 
night in TroisRivieres, month period, including 
Que., between the the Canadian Amateur 
Draveurs and Brandon Hockey Association, 
Wheat Kings in the Hockey Canada, 
Memorial Cup major provincial hockey asso- 
junior series, the minister e lat ions ,  . coaches ,  
said: "I still believe love referees and parents. 
of hockey is greater than The biggest thing he 
fighting with them- (Regan) noticed after 
selves." going through 300 hours of 
The interim report said tapes and 2,600 literatures 
is that rarely was there instruction in developing 
any mention of the individual skills and 
player," said Cam- tactics. 
pagnolo. "There is Lou Lefobvre of Ot -  
precious little enjoyment tawa, chairman "of 
for the player in most Hockey Cnnada, said all- 
areas of hockey, star teams are started 
"This report will m, uch too early, for 
destroy some of the youngsters and many 
myths about hockey "in hockey coaches are 
Canada and substantiate "baby.sitters instead of 
the facts with in- coaches." 
telligently.collected • Chris Lang of Toronto, 
data." secretary-treasurer of
The report makes 39 . Hockey Canada, said 
recommendations for the attitudes are the greatest 
CAHA and all levels of problem facing hockey 
government. I  also made today. 
six recommeridation9 for "We're taking hockey 
the second phase of the and asking kids, par- 
review: ticularly in the significant 
An inquiry into junior age range of eight to 12 
hockey; a survey of years, to play the way 
they do in the NHL," said 
players and their Lang. They have no time 
parents; a study • of coaching; an in- to develop their skills. 
"These part icu lar  
ternstional coaching attitudes are a sad 
symposium and exchange commentary because • 
program; seminars with they make a great impact 
leading hockey experts,' sociologically on 
and a study of arena youngsters.!'. 
management. Lang said there are 1.2 
Campagnolo said the million amateur hockey 
report determined that players in Canada and 
younger players were $500 million is spent each 
playing too many.games year on hockey in this 
and not getting enough country. 
Howard says there was not a $50011 
Creditin 1972 * 
NOT TRUE 
SUPERSTARS • . ,  . , 
• Ver i tas .  is  lead ing  
SIX elementary schools in 
the area, will, this week, be 
taking part in a 'Super Stars' 
competition, with each of the 
six schools involved sending 
four competitors to the 
event. 
Involved in the super stars 
competition are Uplands 
School, Clarence Michiel 
school, Cassie Hall, Thor- 
nhill Elementary School, 
Verttas School, and Copper 
Mountain E lementary 
School. 
Karen Lang, Laura Kohl, 
Joey Chisholm, and Mark 
Chapplow are the Copper 
.Mountain hopefuls. 
The events started Mon- 
day, with each competitor 
running a100 metre race and 
a 1500 metre race, and each 
entrant bowled two. games 
yesterday. Swimming races 
and speed'sltups are slated 
for today, while the entrants 
will compete in a badminton 
tournament omorrow at 
Thornhil l  E lementary  
Competing for Uplands School. The competition 
school are Stacey  winds up Friday at Cassie 
Muchowski, Rhooa Falconer, Hall School, with a flexed 
Ken Ramns and Dave 
Kawinsky. Representing 
Clarence Michiel School are 
Lisa Peterson, Tammy 
Bishop; Allan Hildebrand 
and Robert Parry. Sandra 
Boyne, Allayne Jeffrey, Ross 
Dickie, and Bill Spearn will 
represent Cassie Hall 
School, while Thornhill 
Elementary School is sen- 
ding Cindy Koopmans, 
Valerie Rahr, Ken Hollis and 
Randy Cote to the' events. 
Veritas is represented by 
Diana Lorenson, Jane 
MacKinnon, Rod Philpot, 
and Trevor Hendry, while 
arm hang, where each en- 
trant hangs by one arm for 
as long as pessible, a stan- 
ding broad juhp, and twenty 
bdskethall free throws. 
In the 100 metre races held 
Monday, Diana Lorenson of 
Vefitas topped the girls with 
a time of 13.9 seconds, Cassie 
Hall's Allayne Jeffrey was 
runner up at 14.4 seconds, 
and Lisa Peterson was third 
• with a time of 14.7 seconds. 
Clarence Miehiei's Allan 
Hidebrand topped the 100 
metres boys section with a 
time of 13.9 seconds, Trevor 
Hendry of Veritas was 
second with 14.0 seconds, 
and tied fop third with a time 
of 14.5 seconds were Cassie 
Hal l 's  Ross Dickie and 
Thurnhili's Randy Cote. 
The 1500 metre races saw 
Clarence Michiel School take 
the first two positions, Lisa 
Peterson was tops with a 
time of 6 minutes, 9,6 
seconds, while Tammy 
Bishop finished in the run- 
nerup spot with a time of 6 
minutes 19.5 seconds. Diana 
Lorenson of' Veritas was 
third with 6 minutes 32.6 
seconds; while close behind 
with a time of 32.8 seconds 
was Uplands Rhona 
Faulkner. 
In the boys !500 metre 
races, it was Veritos Trevor 
Hendry finishing on top with 
a time of 5 minutes 21.7 
seconds, Robert Parry of 
Clarer/ce Michiel was second 
with a time of 5 minutes, 28.3 
seconds, and Ken Hollls of 
Thornhill barely beat out 
Clare~ee Michiel's A'~an 
Hr'.brand for third with a 
time of 5 minutes 39.6 
seconds. Hidebrand finished 
with a time of 5 minutes 39.7 
.seconds, 
In Tuesday's bowling 
competition, Rod Phiipot of 
Veritas topped the boys with 
a two game total of 300, while 
Uplands Dave Kawinaky.was 
second with 292. Ross Dlckie 
"of Cassie Hall finished third 
with 280 . . . .  
Allayne Jeffrey topped the 
gir ls bowlers with a total of 
343 • for two games, 
Thornhiti's Cindy Koupmans 
was next with a 307 total. 
Third, .with 238 points, was 
Sandra Boyhe of Cassio Halk 
Girls individual standings, 
after three events, show 
Cassie Hall's Aliayne Joffrey 
on top with 16 points, Diana 
Lorenson of Veritas is 
second with 17 points, and 
close behind with 16 points is 
Clarence Michiela Lisa 
Peterson. 
The boys standings, after 
three events, show Veritos'i 
Trevor Hendry on top with 20 
points, Allan Hidebrand of'. 
Clarence Michieloext with 15 
points, and third is Cussie 
Hall's Ross Dickie with 13 
points. 
School standings to date, 
show Veritas on top with 55 
points, Clarence Michlel 
next with 51 points, Caesie 
' Hall is third with 42 points, 
Thornhill fourth at 37 points, 
and Uplands is fifth with a 
total of 28 points. 
Organizer of the vent, Bob 
Peacock commented that the 
enthusiasm shown so far is 
evengreater than expected, 
with a lot of parents howing 
interest in the events. "This 
will hopefully even increase 
as the competition moves 
along," he added. 
surplus left by the Social 
i 
g 
Independent auditors verified a surplus of $ $574 million outlined by 
i 
~: Order in:.Counail no. 3386,Sept,.13,:1972.~.... . . . .  , . ,  , ;~  :: . , . ,~  
Howard said on TV that the Social Credit government spent only 
$4,900 in Skeena to help small business. 
NOT TRUE " 
At least $250,000 was spent in Terrace and $30,000 in Smithers to 
name only a few 
Howard says that the Social Credit has said no to a potato plant in 
Smithers 
NOT TRUE 
Progress is good with only the final review of plants necessary before 
the project will begin 
Howard insists the NDP has run a positive and clean campaign 
NOT TRUE 
The NDP was forced to withdraw their horrifie hospital ad and were 
chastized for trying to ride to power on the fears of the sick and 
aged 
Skier killed 
in descent 
KATMANDU (Heater) --  
A French mountaineer has 
become the first man to ski 
down the.8,845-metre (26,545- 
foot) Annapurn-I Mountain 
bat a colleague was killed in 
the attempt, the Nepalese 
tourist ministry said 
Tuesday. 
In other parts of the Hima- 
layas, two Italians with 
frostbite were evacuated by 
helicopter from 8,920-metre 
(26,760-foot) Mount Manaslu 
after their final camp 
the summit of Annapurns' bY 
, its north lace April 30. The 
ministry said Morin was 
killed when his skis became 
entangled in a fixed rope at 
an icefall between 6,780 
(20,341) and 7,546 metres 
I22,637 feet). 
Sigayret reached base 
camp alone on skis, the 
ministry said. It is un- 
derstood that the expedition 
would not attempt any more 
ski runs. 
A U.S.-Nepalese ex-. 
beneath the summit was hit peditiox/was reported to he 
by an avalanche, making good progress in its 
/~A Japanese and an effort to climb unconquered,!~ 
meriean from..separate ..7;818-metre,.. (23~440-footi 
expeditions were carried 
down from peaks ill with 
altitude sickness and a 
planned Japanese assault on 
the north face of 7,226-metre 
(2t,680-foot) MOunt Tam- 
serku has been abandoned. 
A major success during 
this year's climbing season 
came with a tourist ministry 
announcement Tuesday that 
two Austrians had scaled the 
world's fourth highest peak, 
9,-296-metre (27,890-foot) 
Mount Lhotse on Saturday. 
The ministry said 
Wolfgang Axt and Hans 
Ladreiter reached the 
summit on the afternoon of 
May 5 and more members o'f 
the expedition would attempt 
the peak during the week. 
Frenchmen Yves Morin 
and Henri Sigayret climbed 
Mount Gaurishankar. Team 
member Dennis Hennck 
became acutely ill with 
altitude sickness last 
Thursday and was carried 
down to the base camp, the 
ministry said. 
The day Hennek became 
sick the expedition had 
established camp four at 
7,334 metres (22,000 feet), its 
highest so far on the 
mountain. This was about 
four weeks since, a base 
camp was established and 
climbing began. 
Letters from expedition 
members say that first plans 
to climb the peak by the long 
southwestern ridge have 
been abandoned. Instead the 
mountaineers are climbing 
on the shorter but stnel~er 
west face. 
Top Indie 
speed raised 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) --  MotorSpeedway, 34cars had 
AI Unser, the defending In- made practice runs, in- 
dianapolis 500 champion, eluding tO for the first time 
raised the week's top speed since the track opened last 
to 189.235 miles an hour in Saturday. 
the final, frantic hour of Unser's hot lap in his new 
Tuesday's practice session. Chaparral racer, erased a 
By the end of the usual 188.957 m.p .h ,  effort by 
lateafternoon flurry of ac- Johnny Rutherford as the 
tivity at the Indianapolis day's topspeed. 
DISTRIOT OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be 
held on proposed Zoning Amendment By.law Prolecf 
No. ADP.02.7902. 
The general intent of the proposed amendment Is to 
delete all reference In By.law No. 40.1966 to In- 
stitutions, fraternal lodges and social clubs, In R2 
(single and two family dwelling) and R3 (residential 
district and multi.family dwelling) areas. 
The proposed amendment may be viewed by any and 
all persons requiring more specific Information, 
during regular business hours at the Munlclpal Hall, 
325 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
The Public Hearing will be held In the Municipal 
Council Chambers on Monday, May 14, 979 at 7:00 p.m. 
Any and a l l  persons having an I~terest In the 
proposed amendment shall take notice and be 
governed accordingly. 
E.g. Hailer 
• ~ ' Clerk.Administrator 
' ;  "e  t 
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A~I.UNDATED-Dlvldends 
By£1~IE CANADIAN PRESS 
( :ugrporate  d iv idends  
' l~eMay;  quarterly unless, 
c~exwise noted. 
" Cdilsuhaers ~ Gas Co.. 33 
c'erR~i nine pei" cent pfd:; 45 
(/#nt~; 5% per cent pfd, A, 
$L~75; 5',2 pei' 'cent pfd. B . 
~L375; all payable Jul~' f 
record June 7. 
' -Gedera l  Motors Cdrp,, 
$L15, U.S. funds, an Increase 
Of 15 cents,'plus an extra of 
50 (~ents, June 9, ree0rd May 
7. June t. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
"C and C Yachts Ltd.,' six 
~ni0nths ended March 31: 
1979, $193,000, loss, no share 
• figures; 1978, $197,000, loss: 
• , •Canadian Manolr In- 
dustries Ltd., three naonths 
ended Marel~ 31: 1979, 
$361,142, 22 cents a share; 
1978, ~58;29t, 22 cents. , 
~:Goodyear* Canada inc,, 
three months ended March 
31": 1979, ~,129,000,' $1.60 a 
share; 1978, $408,000, 15 
• C~ais. 
~.::Guarantec Co. o f  North 
Amer-ica. three months 
ended " March 31: 1979, 
$1~603,000, $8.15 a share; 
1978, $1,553,000, $8.24. 
Halifax Developments 
Ltd., three "months ended 
March 31: 1979, 159.94. 1.3 
cents a share; 1978, $31,165, 
0.7 cents. 
I n ternat iona l  "Paints 
Canada Ltd:, year ended 
Dec,'31~ 1978, $7tl,509, $8.35 
a share; "1977; $260,546, $2.57. 
'Madele ine Mines Ltd,, 
fliree "months ended March 
31: "1979, $87,000, loss, 1.8 
'd~nts a share; 1978, $74,000, 
(hmdyear Canada INC.. ZO 
cents, June ~,  record June 
8; four per cent,pld., ,50 
eenis, July 31, reqord July' 
~tandard Industries I.td,. 
clasl~ A, 18J5 cents; class B, 
a stock dlv!dend equ!valent 
to 18.15 cents in the form of 
preferred shares :  both 
payable Aug. 3, record July 
19, 
Teck'Corp,, class A, 12,5 
cents; class B, 12.5 cents; 
both payable June 15, record 
March 31: 1979, $58,066, five 
cents a share; 1978, $147,627, 
lZ cents. 
United Corporations Ltd.. 
year ended March 31: 19~9, 
$2,.856,449, T0.3 cents a 
share; 1978, $2,713,45Z, 66,3 
cents. 
Wabasso Ltd., year ended 
Dec. 31: 1978, $1,743,000, loss• 
$4.39 a share; 1977, 
$2,502,000, loss, $6.52. 
York Lamhton Corp. Ltd., 
year ended Dee; :31: 1978, 
$817,-591, loss, 12 cents a 
share: tl~'/7, 11,0~1,616, loss. 
15 cents. 
MONTREAL (CP~-  U.S. 
dollar in terms of Canadian 
• funds at 3:30 p .m.  ED 
Tuesday was up  8-25 at 
$1;1590. Pound sterling wa.s 
" down 23-50 at'$2.3985. 'L ' . 
• ~ In Nc~b Y0rk~ the Canadkin 
loss, 1.5 cents .  • dollar'was down 31-100 at 
Superior Acceptance Corp. $6,8629, and '.pound sterling 
"Lid., three months ended . was down 1.15 at $2.0695. 
• . .STO K,S 
• TORONTO (CP)  -- The VAN'CouvER tee)  ---: 
Toronto stock market was Prices were down in 
sharply lower at  the close of moderately active trading on 
active trading Tuesday. the vfincouver Stock Ex- 
: ,The TSE 300 index fell 5.80 change Tuesday. Volume 
to 1445.80. • was 1,834,161 shares. 
The market continued In the industrials, Gt~ouse 
Mountain was unchanged at 
.75 on 4,500 and Taro'In- 
dustries w~s down .20.at 
$3.30. Austin Investment was 
. up .10 aL St.00 on 3,000 and 
Daon' Development was 
dawn% at $1.0% on 2,800. Keg 
Restaurants was unchanged 
at $1,85 and Ambassador 
;dustries' ~ as down .10 at 
Mountain States jumped 
.65 to $6.50 on 84,885 and 
Monte Grand.e Exploration 
was up .40 at $4.80 on 53,150 
to lead trading on the 
resource and development 
hoard. Rio Plata Silver 
Mines was up .05 at.52 on 48/ 
000 and  International 
Balfour Resources was down 
.25at $3.75. Omni Resources 
was down .80 at $2.55 and 
Omni Resource Warrants 
was unchanged at .68. 
On the curb exchange,  
Bianca Resources was doWn 
.30 at  $3.05 on 61,800 'and 
Bianca ResOurce Warrants 
was down .03 at $1.05 on 
57~300. ' Jet-Star Resources 
was up ,04 at .86 on 38,000 and 
Tagus Resources was down 
.07 at .40 on" 36,000. 
Monday's decline which was 
Initiated by a sharp drop at 
, New York. However, New 
York dlosed'up slightly, and 
the Toronto marke t did no t 
recover. 
• .:.Volume Was 4.01 million 
compared with 4.35 million 
Monday. ' 
:.Among industriais, Texaco 
Canada fell I% to $82,, 
Petrofina Canada I% to 
' $30'/4, Falconbridge Nickel A 
1% to $55, CAE Industries 1% 
to..$261/8 and Genstar 1~/~ to. 
$43: , ' 
BOW Valley Industries rose 
IV/s to $27% and Crown Life. 
Insurance 1% to $58t,. :. 
Mclntyre Mines dropped 
I% to $43, Campbell Red 
Lake Mines % to $40% and 
Pine Point .% to $32,%. 
Sudbury Contact Mines 
gained four cents to 49 cents 
and East Malartic 15 cents to 
$2. 
PanCanadian Pete was 
down It/s to $48,,,,, Ocelot 
Industries A % to $13~/s and 
Chiefaln Development ~ to 
$37. Ranger Oil Canada was 
up % to $22~, and Numa¢ Oil 
• ,4 t.0 $2~1%. 
IT'S ALL HERE 
gourmet dining 
. • • • , • , . 
entertainment, 
dancing 
. , = , , = • • 
entertainment, 
dancing, 
Tuesdays • . ,  amateur nite 
Thursdays ... dance contest 
Prizes ... both nites 
• , . , • . , * 
conventions, 
meetings, 
w.e.q~)n. ~S , 
WE WELOONE YOU 
TO 'rHt ntST ,,, OaO.U 
IIAMII,TON At age 74. t',omnnerce. 
sh6 sits ramrod ,,tranght, her " Her husband, Gordon, 74, 
tones measured and hands Is active in the.' Fairolovgh 
poised, a prominent' retired PrlntingCo.Where thelronly 
politician who still remains Child, Howard, 47, works, 
active in her f i~t love -. the ' .  She c0ntiouos to work out 
husin~s world,  of de[tre - and a'perceived 
Ellen ' Louks Fairelbugh, 
former federal secretary ,of
state, minister of citizenship 
and  Immigration and 
postmaster general, keeps 
busy as a director of Canada. 
Permanent Trust Co. and of 
the Canadian Chamber of 
looking. I0 year,, younger 
than 74 
For Ellen Falrcloughlived 
through the st~k market 
crash of 1929. a broker.at the 
time with the Hamilton firm 
of W. H. Magill. 
nsceasity~ . "We lost our" shnrts,.along 
"I 've one through ex- wlth,',',,ryone else, I guess," 
tremely ~I she rd't lmes and 1 r~called. 
have wondered.at times "1 guess I've gotie .broke 
where the next meal was several times in my life. 
coming from," she said in u That was one, And aRer l 
recent interview, her face was defeated in 1963, I was so 
lined and hair silvered, but " broke it wasn't even funny; 
A.y .~avmg~' had 
managed to accumulate in 
the intervening years were 
swept ~Way then In 196~, I 
had accumulated a few 
stocks, and they went 'out the 
window" 
A super achiever, she 
graduated from u com. 
martial course at 16 -- the 
age at which she met her 
husband - and opened her 
own office as a certified 
public accountant in 1935. 
Still restless, she got into 
politics b) .~ervmg live yearn 10bb~es such, as in the Unitad- 
on Ilamilton city council. States. 
From 1950 to 1983. she She also is oppmed to 
• represented Itamllton West tapltal gains tax, 
in Parliament• "In the long run, flash- 
At one poinl in federal poll." tinily, I do not believe that 
: tl~, she was acting prime the government makes any 
minister when John ,money out of capital.gains 
Diefenbaker was out of the tax," she said. "If the object 
country, of the capital-Bairn tax was 
Still an observer of public the redistribution of wealth, 
aft airs, she stresses the need It hasn't worked," 
to bring down interest rates But business till remains 
and warns against the her first love, even more 
development of powerful than'polities, 
. , • : • 
p. . 
•  ii 
• 2 *. . /~%. 
'G /Ell1' 
"i. ~ . :  . -  '. 
Check these facts before Vou vote on May i0- 
- ~ FACT: 
FACT: 
. . . . .  FACT: 
FACT: 
~ FACT: 
i '  
• i /~ i  
. ' . ,  
FACT: British Columbia s~fmai~c~,ha.~nGve]~b~h in bettor~sha~ie~" v 
Inthe past 3 years, forestry investment has risen by 76% and 
the number of jobs in forestry has increased by 15,600. 
Mining industry recovering from restrictive legislation under 
NDP; exploration up, number of claims staked nearly doubled. 
Tourism isexpanding~-revenues p 64% in past3 years: , 
In last 2 years, B.C. has outpaced the rest of Canada in terms 
of economic recovery and in producing new jobs. 
B.C. today spends t11~ highest percentage of its budget on 
health care of any province in Canada. . . . . .  
FACT: Hospital construction during 3 years of Social Credit- 
• i : ; ' o a record S190 million. : ,  
, • i ¢ " 
FACT: Labour relations improved: 1,4 million fewer man days lost ~:ii zi~ • 
work stoppages under Social Credit than in 3 years ofNDP. ' / :  
FACT: Taxes reduced for every British Columbian'overall tax 
structure in B.C. second lowest in Canada. 
Road construction way up-record S1.3 billion spending in 
past 3 years. ~*: 
Provincial revenues from resource industries up 75% in past 
3 years. ~ , , ,  
More revenues for new programs and benefits: Denticare. 
Lower auto insurance for young drivers. Increased Home- 
owner Grant. Reduced provincial income tax. Lowest sales 
tax in 25 years. 
J LO  
~ FACT:  
FACT: 
• ~;~. .~  ~ ~/W • ~ ~. ' : ,~  
¢ 
On May I0, vote for good government 
and sound financial management! 
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS. FOR YOU. 
~2 
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TERRAOE DREGS m. 
3207 Kalum 636-7274 
IF tamJns 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: . . . . . . . .  
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertlen~ Over 20 words $ 
cents per word . .  
3 o r  more consecutive In. 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: : '•• 
FIrM Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refund t; after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Inaertlon. 
Nlowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. . 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: " 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate fine. 
Minimum charge $3.00 par 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL end 
TRANSIENT AD.  
and 
Toys, TOys, Toys 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
iuescRIPTION 
'" RATES 
Effective 
October !, 1978 
5ingle Copy 20¢ 
By Carder mfh 3.00 
By Carder year 33.00 
By Mall 3ruth 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior ¢Ithen year 20.00 
Brltlsh Commonwealth and 
Unlted States of America one 
year '55.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 2M9 
• HOMEDELIVERY 
• Terrace& District 
• hornhlll & District 
.. Phone 635.6357 
• 4K, j  
The Heraid *res(~rves'the 
right to clesslfy ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject eny edvertlsement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services, offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhll l  
Elementary School on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap  
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must .have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munhatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
.and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m, 
by appointment onlY,. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. ' 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
KERMODE FR IENDSHIP  
• BINGOS 
Tuesday, May  1-Regular 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 13 Giant Bingo 
Tuesday, May'  22-regular 
small bingo 
Sundoy~ May 2"/Giant bingo 
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. at 
Thornhill Community Hall. 
For further information call 
635-4906 (nc-25M) ' 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month.  
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pJbllcatlon day. 
Invltetiondo Open House at 
the Centennial Christian 
School. Frlday, May 11, 1979 
from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
(nc11-llM) 
AUCTION SALE 
On the spot cash for your 
furniture, appliances, an. 
The Annual General Meeting tlques. We buy and sell 
end'.Election of officers of 
the Terrace Figure Skating 
Club will be held on Monday, 
May 20th at 7:30 p.m. 'In the 
Senior Citizens Ro¢n~ at the Phone635-5172. WE have the 
arena. For morelrfformation buyers. Open every dey for 
please phone 635.2351. "(nc- retail sales. (ctf-6.04.79) 
141 Terrace Church of God is BUSlHESS ~ 
presently conducting a PERSONAL ° 
Revival Service. The Re. 
"r,D. Powell as guest Chimney Sweep fo~" hire. For 
speaker. SerVices nightly estimatephone638-8342affer 
through May 10, 1979 at 7:30 3:30 p.m. (P6-ItM) 
p.n,. Church location: 3341 
River Drive. Phone 638.1561 ABLE 
for further . information ELECTRIC LTD. 
(NC3.gM) 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY THIRD ANNUAL, 
MEETING June 2, 1979 Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 1:00 p.m.--Opening of 
box rental. For 4 year old children. Held Meeting--President, Wiilard 
Box replies on "Hold" on third Monday of every Martin, Spiritual prayer-- 
month. Developmental, Elder, Lita Mason 
Instructions not picked up . . . . . . . . . . .  n o f  ~uest wl "~ 1- 'e :s  f " " " • vision, neer,ng screenln~ ~lntroaucuo ~. 
q.m n..uo:y ol. explr.y or .an dorle ,' Please phone for aP,'~ Speakers (to be announced) 
aoverttsemenv: Will. De : ~,; '~,, .  LV ~-,30 n m Introduction of 
destroyed unless mai l ing ' ' ion of 
Inetructlons are re~=nv ,~ '  PRENATAL BREATHING Chairperson-Adopt 
-~ • ~ ' " ' "  & RELAXING EXERCISES Agenda-Mi.nutes of Sep- =nose answering uox 
I~lumbors are r,=,~uest ,~ -^, Held every Monday at. tember 23, 19"/8 Meeting- 
to send o;';;,nat;" "o; fornoon at t-2 p.m. Pres idents  Re.por t -  
I t  
COMING EVENTS 
CLERK 
Is required by the British 
Co lumbia  Assessment  
Authority 'for its Northwest 
Area Assessment Off ice 
located in Terrace. The 
successfulapplicant will be 
involved in a variety of 
clerical " or assessment 
• functions !related to the 
production and maintenance 
of an" assessment roll. 
Fur sale: 2 G-50 14 Super.. 
Cats. Almost new. Asking 
I]10.00. Also l se t  mind 
aster speakers $65.001 Call 
after 0, 638-1427 (C4-11M) 
For' sale: 9i0 Hundred 15 on 
wide rims. Phone 635-2969 
(C3-10M) .
Qualifications: Applicants 
anything of value; 'Consign wi l l  possess Grade 12 
your car, truck~ boat, bikes education and a minimum of Ava l iab le  Immediate ly  
or what have you to the Sat. 2 three yearn related clerical small square footage rental 
p.m. Auction Sale, Terrace .,experience; good knowledge ' spaces. Ideal ly suited for 
Auction Mal l ,  3233 Apstey, of modet, n office practices small business, 635-3324. (C5. 
and pr'o~edures; ability to 11M) 
type with reasonable speed For rent: boat trai ler• 
andaccaracy; experience in handles up fo 30 footer. 
use of modern office Phone 632.6310 (0tfn.2.5.79 
equipment. A lesser 
qualifi~ applicant may be 
app0inte~r at' an entry level 
position with corresponding 
salary, Monthly Salary: 
$1031.93-$1130.18 1 978 Salary 
Range) Competition No. 7g- Phone 035-6700 (P5-10M) 
46. Closing Date: May 18, 
1979. Application forms may 
be obtnlned from the various 
assessment offices located 
throughout the province. 
Please forward completed 
application forms to: 
Director of Personnel 
B.('. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8T 4Y2 
(AI-gM) 
Electrical 
Refrigeration 
Service 
Installation 
and contracting 
• 635-5076 , 
(ctf-12M) 
FOR LEASE 
Retail and or wa'reho~se 
Space centrally located at 
street level in. Terrace. In 
total 4641 sq. ft. Formerly 
used as equipment sales and 
repair shop. For complete 
19'HELP wANTED 
Backhoe for hire. Pho~e 635. 
To be moved, will sell as is at 
greatly reduced pr!ce. 2 
bedroom unfinished cottage 
on blocks. Size 16f~-28ft on 
Kojer Road. Some buildln~ 
materials & bathroom fix. 
tui'es within. "Will consider 
best reasonable offer. Phone 
624.5679 (P20-1June) .. 
. Fo/" sale: 3 bedroom house, 
full basement, partly fur- 
nlshed. Fireplace, located 
close to schools, in a new 
subdivis ion. .  In terested 
parties only please call 63S. 
3627 for appointment toview. 
(PS-15M) 
For sale: 3 bedroom house, 
full basement  partly 
. . . . .  finished. Fireplace, located. 
38.WANTEO MISG: ' close to schools, in a new 
subdiv is ion.  Interested 
' .parties only please call 635- 
.~. grass mower f-or an-f1 ~ 12 3B27 for appointment to view• 
HP Sears Cotton Traction. tP5-15M) , 
Wanted to buy: 2nd hand 20- 
30 liP zrm|Ol Phone635-6263. 
tL  ; ) - l ; ) l~ l ,  
1976- 24 foot Fiberform ' 
Merc. 233 HP. 2 wiper, rod 
holders, dual horn, trim 
!abs, compass, galley pack, • 
anchor pack, toilet, 8 foot 
Pioneer dinghy, i CB & an- 
tenna. 1977 H.D. Trailer. 
Flying bridge. 635~4777. 
(ctfn-25A) 
Wanted to buy older house on 
acreage. Call 635-6836. (C4-, 
llm) 
Wanted to rent bachelor apt. 
or room for, immdliate oc- 
cupancy. Contact the 
Manager of Saan Slates Ltd, 
Phone 635-2786 or Sandman 
Motor Hotel 5-9151 ask for P. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day prevloos to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of U.50 on all 
H.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlfled within one month. 
~.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engegement 
pictures, News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
S10.00 charge, with or 
without pidure. Subject to 
condensetlon. Payable In 
advance, 
CLASSIF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.60 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cords of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHON E. 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Depf 
do,iuments toavoid loss. ~. 
:Al l  Claims of errors It1 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
pobllcetlon. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vert iser requesting space 
that the liability 'of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an edvertlsement 
or In the event of an error 
appear ing  .!n ~..the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in. 
correct -Insertion for. the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, • 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his: race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 6S 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bonl fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. ~,. 1 .  ' 
41/ MACHINERY 
FOR SALE 
Do you feel you have a 
drlnklng problem? There is 
help 
Weight Watchers meeting Availablel 
hold every Tuesday et 7 p.m. Phone 635-56~ 
at the Knox United Church ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. MEETINGS: 
Man. 6:30 p.m. United 
SKEENACENTRE ' "  Chu~'ch;' '
Skeena Centre offers to the Mon.~ 8 I~.ml -: Alanon . 
Senior Citizens of the Skoona Health Unit. 
Terrace and Thornhlll area Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
the following services: Memorial Hospital. (nc-tfn) 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts Birthright Office 
• Day care for working Alternative to Abortion 
people. 3-4621 Lakelse - 635-3907' 
• Drop-In foe companslonshlp Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
8, coffee, and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
Monday thru Friday 8.4, anyt ime: Lisa 635-3164, 
Transportation available. Carol 635-5136 (nc.tfn) 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
33. FOR SALE 
MISC, 
635-2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations I t  the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-5023, 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6N4381 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of a0y. 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
ea.m. and 3 p.m., we will fry 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PR EGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Ladles Slim Line Clubmeets Call Birthr ight for an 
Monday even ing- -6 :30 alternat ive to ibort lon.  
p .m. - -Un l ted  Church  Phone;653.460;I enyt lme. 
basement, Kltlmat. .Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
V ,D .  CLINIC 
:Held every. Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In' Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grleg Avenue. 
Heerlng tests will be done by 
re fer ra l  from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Kltimat A.A. Construction 
Group in Kitimat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS:' 
MondaY . Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 0:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kitimat General Hospital 
AI.Anon Meetings- Tuesdays 
• 0:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
Presently showing at the 
Kitlmat Museum are mostly 
local photographs by 
Michael Leclerc and Sheldon 
Reid. 
Come and have a new look 
at old familiar things. 
In addition a stamp 
display Is being shown on 
loan from Ottawa. / 
(nc-18m) 
The Terrace Concert 
Association annual general 
meeting will be held on 
Thursday, May 24th In the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at 8 p.m, .All those persons 
who bought 78.79 seasons 
tickets are. eligible to par. 
tldpate In the election "of 
officers for the coming 
season. 
Family Play-'Androcles and 
the L ion" by Travel lers 
Theatre, Friday, May 11 and 
Saturday, May 12at 8 p.m. in 
the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Advance tickets at McColl's 
Real Estate. 
Terrena Jaycees Provincial 
All Candidates Forum. With 
Frank Howard, Dave Mc- 
Creary, Dave Serry end 
Cyril Shelford. May 7th, 8 
p.m. at REM Lee Theatre. 
(NC-6-5-79) 
ELKS 
BINI30 
held every Wednesdey at 
33i2 Sparks. Oonrs opon 6:30. 
(ncTu,W) 
Treasurers  Repor t -  information contact Pruden 62154 or 635.6757 ar~ptime. 
Appointment of Auditor 2:000. & Currie (19761 Ltd. 635 6142 (C10.18M.) 
p.m.-Nominations" for Board or  write 4648 Lakelse Ave ,. 
of D i rec tors -Execut ive  Terrace, B.C. (ctfw) 
Director's Report'Program 
Director's. Report-Canada SKEENACOLORS 
Works Reports 3:00 p m ! Repossessed 26 inch 
coffee break 3:30 p.m.-Guest Residential Panasonic consol color .TV. 
Speaker-Guest Speaker- 
Guest Speaker 5:,00 p.m. Hat Commercial Painting Excellent condition.' Inquire 
Supper prepared by Ker- 
mode's Ladies Auxi l iary.  Phone 638-1835 and 5:30 p.m.(5.gM) 
"SOCIAL EVENING" (NC- (at4) ,~ 
June 1, GEMINI EXCAVATING ! 
KINSMEN BINGO ' LTD'~ 
May 26, 1979 (Wes Andrews ) 
Total 16 Games Backhoe Work 
Door open 6:30 Hourly & Contract • 
Game 8 p.m.* 635.34793nytlme Selling for $500. Phone 635-' 
Terrace Arena (ctf) . . . . . .  2540 between 7 p.m. and 9 
For further information IIAIII,Y.SIDAI%TIN(; p.m. IP5-14MI 
phone & I)E('OItA'EIN(; 
635-3002 F',eeEstima:es 31. GARAGE SALE (nc-26,5,79) Phone 
Skeena Val ley Rebekah 6:15-1095 
Lodge Rummage Sale May tp-4-5-79t For Sale: one 1965 In- 
t2. I.O.O.F. Hall, 3222 . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ......... teroatlonal Tandem, one 
MunroeSt. (no.M12) NIGHTWATCH' Rambler H.top, one 1960 
SECURITY LTD. Ford Falcon 4 dr Sedan and 
LOGHOUSE . We sell, service and Install Garage Sale May 12 & 19. 
BUILDING COURSE residential and commercial 3955 McNeil, Terrace, in. 
Will I~e held f irst two 
weekends in June (June 2, 3 alarm systems• cludes car, truck parts for 
635-9700 , Ford & Rambler household 
and June 9, 10). Students 
should provide own power (p-14M) items, tools, bike carrier, 5 
ton truck wheel rims, tires 
saw and scriber if possible. Responsible female looking etc. Phone 635.3566 (C15- 
Maximum 20 students. Fat for  outside work for the 22M) 
further information call summer. Hire a student! 
635-4530 
(nc-lJ] 
Elmer and Meryl Foster 
would like to announce the 
forthcoming marriage of 
their eldest daughter 
Maryanne to Blaine Demp- 
sey of Edmonton Alberta. 
Wedding to take place on 
May 12, 1979 at 4:00 p.m. at 
the Pentecostal Tabernacle 
in Terrace B.C. (NC-3-11M) 
Centenn ia l  Chr i s t ian .  
School's OPEN HOUSE 
Friday, May II, 1979 from 
9:30 a.m. till 3:00 p.m. The 
Centennial Christian School, 
at the corner of Sparks and 
Straume, is holding its an- 
nual OPEN HOUSE on May 
llth. All interested people 
are heartily invited to come 
and visit the classrooms in' 
session, have a cup of coffee, 
and talk to the teachers and 
the School Society 
representatives. We hope to 
see you there! School phone: 
635-6173 (NC2-10M) 
Terrace Church of God Is 
opening a private school 
called "Terrace Christian 
Academy" beginning Sep- 
tember 1979. Grades Kin- 
dergarten to grade 12 in- 
clusive. The format used will 
be the accelerated Christian 
Education. Anyone desiring 
information please call 
Robert L. White at 638.1561 
or write In care of Box 31 
Terrace B.C. VSG 4A2. (NC. 
30 June) 
Chuck' Girard will be In 
Concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, Terrace - -  May 14, 
1979. 
Klt lmat at the Mount  
Ellzabeth High School. May' 
13, 1979. [nc2?.14M) 
• Phone 635-6478 and leave 
message for Jeanne, (C5. 
14M~ 
Wanted: People for phone 
solicitation. Must enjoy 
talking to people. Part and 
full t ime available. Ex- 
cellent bonus incentive. For 
Interview call 635.6119. (a: 
ffp-Tu,W) 
for sale: 12 foot KALIBRI 
sailboat-malt1 and jib-2 years 
old. Good condition. Phone 
638-1221 days and 635-3324 
evenings. (C5-11M) 
13ft.-3 Inch Enterprise 
sailboat with racing and 
cruising 'sails plus trailer. 
Phone 635-2682 after 6 p.m. 
Martel. (Cffn-7-5-?gl 
Wanted to rent by single 
man-housekeeping room or 
cabin-in or #Ut of city. 635- 
7473 after 6 p.m. (PI-9M) 
Working couple with well 
trained small dog wishes to 
rent immediately with option at 635.7207 between. 9 a.m. 
• , (5"9M) . . . .  to pure base house or trailer. 
/'i '~ 'I )~6;;~hf~'li=li~|'!~i'~'M~rc 233 Phone'l~38,1846 (P3'I4M) 
: HP. 2"~;iPel;~ rOd 'hblders,: ~ ~'" 
dual Iorn, trim tabs, com. Responsible, young, working 
passgalley pack, toilet, 8 ft. couple requires 2 bedroom 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & an- house. Have well mannered 
tenna. I r i sh  Setter. Interested in . 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition. 
$I,200 OBO. Phone 638-103:: 
after 5p.m. (stfntfn) 
4.100 pound propane tanks. 
For further information call 
638.8289 after 6 p.m. Also to 
Donnings Auto Body Repair give • away 2 St. Bernard- 
on QCIrequires immediately Samoyed Cross puppies-6 
Auto Body Repair Man and weeks old. (P5.10M) 
Painter. $12. per hour. Flat 
Rate. Phone 557.4310. (C5. Walk in Winabago canopy, 
11M) sliding windows, full size 
door, fits long box imports. 
Avon I~epresentat ives $500.00 firm. 035-3048. (P3- 
needed in the following l lM)  
areas: 
ali's Place 
Atwood & 
Birch Hill 
Woodland Heights 
j CallMaryat 
635-2517 
ctfn'09'3-791 
I I 
LOCAL ESTABLISHED 
CONTRACTING 
COMPANY 
requires an accounts 
payable person. Ap. 
pllcant must be mature, 
responsible, have con. 
structlon experience and 
a thorough knowledge of 
ell office procedures. 
Please apply In writing 
Including a complete 
resume to: 
Box 1195 
Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C, 
(cffn.lt.4-791 
. I  I I 
Camper stove for sale and 3 
way fridge; gas-electric. 
propane, never been used. 
Phone 635-2888. (PS-I5M) 
For sale: One good condition 
used Electrolux with Power 
Nozzle. Phone: 635-6672 after 
3:30. (P1-gM) 
One hundred gallon Tidy fuel 
tank. One small outboard 
motor. Phone 635-4297. (PS- 
15M) 
Forced warm air oll furnace, 
oace, 250 gallon oil tank and 
an electric hot water tank. 
1971 Cyclone G.T. Phone 5- 
6941. (P3•I1M) 
Elerbrook Tunnel Ram 
Manifold brand new 780 
'double pumper carburator ' 
for small blonk Chev, Phone: 
e3~gZ88 after 4 p,m. (C3- 
llM) 
1977 HD" Trai ler Flying 
Bridge. (ctfn-1-5-79) 
For sale: 16 foot square back 
canoe. Complete with 2 HP 
JOhnson motor. Paddles & 2 
life jackets. PhOne 638-1661. 
{C5-14M)' 
long term rental. Rent with 
option to be'y.8:30-4:30 
Monday-Friday call 635-6255 
Local 52. Weekendsor after 5 
call 8-1080 (Ctfn 4.5.79) 
420 JD Winch, Blade 
Canopy. Runs good.plus 3 
axle Goose-neck trai ler .  
$5,500 or will sell seperately. 
Phone 849.5459 S. Hazelton. 
(c10.14M) 
RETAILOR 
OFFICE SPACE 
2 stores, total of 2800 sq. ft. 
Can be separated to 1400 sq. 
ft. areas. In choice locations 
on Lazelle Shopping Centre, 
Terrace, B.C. 635-3576 or 255- 
1939 Vancouver. (ctfn-23.4- 
79) 
Beautiful 3 bedroom home. 
With garage on a quiet 
street, close to downtown & 
schools. Phone 635-7319 (P5- 
14M) 
2 bedroom non basement. 
'home. Large tot, 
greenhouse, shop, and car 
port. To view phone 635-6779 
after 5 p.m.(P10-]0M) 
House for sale: 3 years old, 3 
oedroom, full basement. 
Close to" schools and 
downtown. 635.7441 after 4:30 
p.m. and weekends. (p20- 
15M) 
WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
ava i lab le  on new By-  
pass. Phone 
638:1!66 
(ctfn.13-04.79 
Watch for 
CH in May 
ParkAve. Realty Ltd. 
I 
THE GREAT 1 ° SALE! 
• WASHER I e DRYER 1 ° 
DISH DISHWASHER I ° 
SOFA 1 c• CHAIR 1 ° 
You may have all these furnishings for a 
total of 5 e (that's riEht, folks) Save 
$2,520.00 when you purchase a New Mobile 
Home at our Low Everyday Price. 
0all Today! 437-1184 
Munday Homes Ltd. 
6401 Kinll;SWay 
Burneby, B.0. 
'eWe Wil l  Not  Be Underso ld"  
Of fe r  good t i l l  May  16, 1979 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
. , . " , '  , . 
66, REGREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1§69 Statesman 12x60 mobile 
..... K i twa~a Valley situated in Rabbit with ext'ra's. Phone trailer with large addition homewlth 10x24, fire place & 
~'..:..'. subdivisiOn' ' planning area. 635-5401 after 5 p.m. (C4- which contains 4th bedroom, veranda. Reasonably priced 
..'~: One old houae, needsrepalrs, IIM.) Wnedheat~lnaddltlon, wlll for quick sale, Phone 638. 
;' ~" ' d: " S ~ 1 h ~  up to  Hydro " heat complete unil. Addition 1072 after 6 P.m, (CS~]tM) 
';. ~Lar~es izehaybarn&smal l  1069 Volkswagen Beetle. Is Insulated and wired. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~': ,~  barnRout cellar Ap- • Good working order Asking Exterior Is done Incedar  !2x68, :l bedroom, furnished, 
"'~ "r' ~X"  2acres  .cu]Uv,~t~. ~=KS000. Phone 635-2336 after siding. Lawn in  front, with large finished heated 
. '  ;'. reins, inder ia tree, bush, 5p ;m.  (PS-9,11,15,17MI6) greenhouse ~pnd woodshed in annex and.  utility: shed• 
,-covered & pemb. ,Good for : ' ~  back.'Lot.slze75x100; Phone Phone635.~ tp4-10M) 
'. : ducks. Seclu~leit ~ea.5 mln/i ~1974 T0]~0ta (~o~'oda Wagon. 635-2641. Af f~ 5:30. (p20--  , " , , 11 
:' w elk)from,~=hool,;iim.!le,to. :Phone: .~67o~.5;0i31:  (P~-: 22M) ..' ~ t : ' "  - MOIB ILEHOME$ ~ 
' 8tete.-~erious ulqtnzlea o~uy. : I IM)  ' ~' '~ " '." : . • .... - ~' ' ; L . . • " ' • 
849-5586. 'Aslng £~1,500 (PS- 
' P I"~ ~ ~ )  '1" '' I . . . . .  " " ; : ,. 'ig'~.Mazda'GIXl.:Oldy 5600 16 foot Tray, el, trailer, like New mobile .homes 
'~ / I~ecreatlonal ' -ts "~ . . . . .  ~ , :ndles.,Double tmdercoatlng, new, (uill~i~ulpped. Kiichen frofii as 10w as $'10o.oo 
~: '~ ~oablns summ%~ . r=-  =~.; "exce!lelit condition, "also 4 and bathrom~. Alseone car down. O.A.C. sef  up 
top: carrier. [ Phone :635.392~ 'aNd delivered, f rades  
'~ I"'" " ' 1 _..r..ca.D.,ns or studded w inter  t i~  & 3' 
• reslaencos. ~-Ignt Ires sre extra rims. Must ae]] (C,S-10M) . ' welcome. 
now available on the Hudson ~2050.00. Phone 635-9685 after DelUxe Manege Mobile Home. 
Bay • Mountain Road, 2V= 5 p.m, (PS-14M) " Phone collect 
miles from Smlthers. 14x70, 3 bedrooms lW baths, 
Aceragos vary In price from 1974Vege ]Fintchback. Priced fnmlly room~sot up on lot at $91-$105 
Copperslde, Estates. For - -  $12,5~0 to 915,500. Sizes vary to sell at $1,000.00. For 
from 7 acres to 16 acres. For further L,d'ormation call 638- further Informatloo' phone . (~f )  
mapssnd for details write or 8¢18. (P5-ZSM) 638.1684 ((:.10-17) , , 
phone Jack Trowbrldge 
North County Realty-Realty . 1954 Char. Asking $1000.00. 
World Box 2588, Smlthers . Phone 635-6693 (PS-14M) 
Phone 847.3217 (CI0-14M) ' • . . . .  
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE  
160 acres In Topley, B,C., ' 
mile off Hwy. 16, Llghtll 
freed. 19 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. traller.Asklng 
951,500. Offers, For mere 
Information contaEt: 
G.W. Glbsen 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Glbsen 
Terrace, B.C. 
~)5' t,..s,I ,35.~s 
57,  
AUTOMOBILES 
. 1973.Pontiac Gran Prlx, 
~':~.~ .Bloc k .with Burgandy vlny! 
'.':,', r&f..400 cu. In. loaded with 
,i) •''~ exh;as, including power 
seats, climate control, air 
cond. etc. 
1972 .Corvette Sting Rny. 
Coupe 454 cu. In. Fully 
loaded plus extras. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.2243 
days or 635.2612 evenings. 
(ClO-17Ml 
Wanted to buy dunebuDgy 
with big engine, roll bars, 
and 2 Wheel frame. Phone 
635-7026 and ask for George 
Wright. (C5-11M) 
For sale 1972 Ford Bronco 
4X4. Good condition, winch, 
1972 Dodge Hard Top.Cheap. 
Like Borscht. 9795.00 as Is. 
• Needs repairs. One. Dun 
• Buggy. metal flake paint, 
sweet Worthy, big engine 
$2400. Kawasakl 350, 9000 
miles, $1480. To view: 4510 
Park Ave. or Phone 635.4091. 
(P'/.11Ml 
1977 Ford 150- Ranger 
Supercab. Very low mileage. 
New, 8 foot camper. Phone 
635,.7485. (P3-10M) 
1966 1 ton GMC Pick.up 283 4- 
~peed, Asking ~00.00. Phone 
638-1252. (C2-9M) 
19"/8 Chev Monza wagon. 7000 
miles only.', Automatic, 
radio. Must se l l  im- 
mediately. Phone 632-6049 
after S p.m~ (C3-10M)- . 
1975 Chev % Ton 4x4. Step 
slcle.4 speed. Phone 638-1121 
or 635.3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn.- 
1.5-79) ;' '~" 
1977 Ford• 4x4 with canopy[/~ I .. 
21,000 miles; Excel lent 
condition. Ph()ne 635.2362., 
room 19 after S (PS.10M) 
1975 Chev ~ Ton 4x4 Stepside 
.4spd. Phone 630.1121 or 635- 
3007after 5 p.m. (cff-19-4-791 
1977 .Chev Van Phone 632. 
7210. 1971 Datsun 1200. 
DL02238A (Affn.2-5.79) 
good tires, $2800 OBO Phone Toyota Land Cruiser .1971. 
• 46,000 miles, 4 spd.. trans., 
9.~1x: (PS,)!M) .... :'. ,.,:.; ~ . :~ l l~: ,g00d. .Ur~,~z56 .... 
1'98-?,,583 (Lakel~e Lake) (P4- 1916-4dr'Mazda Wai~n wltl~ 
extras. Excellent condition. 
37000 miles'. Call after 5 p..m. 
635.7645. (PS-Mt1) 
1977 Chev Pick Up with 
20,000. Sportsman canopy 
and 5 extra tires. Phone 635. 
9476. (PS-11M) 
-~-1976 Corvette, black, 350 
automatic.. Tape deck, am- 
:. :]::. fro,rear-deck rack. Asking 
' ~ OBO. Contact Rm 337 
Lakelse Hotel until May 10, 
79 (P5.10M). 
1978 C, amsro Z28 very low 
mi leage ,  ext ras ,  
Cepossensed, open to blds. 
~;,~tact Rick Smith 635-7177 
Monday to Friday between 2. 
5 p .m,  (cffn.l-5./9) 
1970 Mustang repossessed, 
fo bids. Contact Rick 
Smith 635-7177 (Ctfn.1.5.791 
1975 Vega Hatchback. 35,000 
miles, P.S., AM radle w.8 
track tape deck, radial tires 
all round. Excellent con. 
dltlon. $2,200. Phone 638.1212. 
(cff.20M) 
1973 Pontiac Gran Prlx. 
Black with Burgsndy vinyl 
roof. 400 co. In. loaded with 
extras, Including power 
seats, cl imate control, air 
cood. etc, 
1972 Corvette Sting Ray 
Coupe 454 cu. . in .  Fully 
Inaded plus e xtres. Excellent 
c;ondltlon. Phone 635-2243 
c~ys or 635.2612 evenings. 
(C!O-14MI 
1978 Comers 7.29. 4 spd., very 
low mileage. Extras. 
Repossessed. Open to bids. 
Contact Rick Smith, 635.7117 
between 2.5 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. (.ctfn-12-4-79) 
19/0 Mustang, repossessed. 
Open to bids. Contact Rick 
Smith. 635.7117. (ctfn.24A) 
1913 ! ton hlgh box van, 
Power steering, power 
brakes. See at Gene~'al 
Furniture and submit offers 
to Donald J. He nfry, 
Receiver manager 4117 
Lakelse ~.ve. (C5.9M) 
For sale:  1975 Mazda 808 
Deluxe CQUpe excellent 
c~diflon. New tires, 52,000 
mllea tt~00 OBO. Phone 
~H,q. (C~I1M) 
1961 Llnr.oln Continental, 4dr 
har~ top, Fully equlped, 
erlglnat pelnt, no rust, Very 
gone; ¢ondltlon. Prlced $2500 
or bes,' offer. Can be seen at 
No.3.39~6 Sands Ave or 
Phone &55.4417. (P3.7,9,11M). 
llMl' 
1977 .Jeep CG.5. Golden 
Eagle. Many extras. Will 
consider older vehicle on 
trade. (P4-11M) 
1969-Scout 800-A4x4. Low 
mileage. $1800.00 OBO. 
Phone 635-6761. (P4.11M) 
For sale: 1973 Ford z;~ ton 
pick up with finished cam- 
perette. Excellent condition. 
Phone 632-3971 (C5;15M) 
[ I~6 Ford F~0. ~0[ automatic, p.s., p.b., 27,0001 miles. ~900.00. Call 635-I 2292 between 8 a.m. and 51 
p.m: D547"/(cffn) | 
Priced for Quick Sale 
.DeH.Cat.Carco Winch 
K.W. Dump Truck.New 
rubber 
Never used Mldllne 4 st. 40 
channel CB Radio 3 
complete 0x26 Trailers 2 0 
~,res with 48xOOx20 shop, 
~ffice, house trailer, le 
acres of view lots. 
Phone 638-2545 
(c4.1,3,7,9MI 
1974 D ip lomat  12x68 2 
bedroom. To view phone 638- 
1233 after 6. (cg-m9) 
=or sale 22x52 Glendale Vista 
Villa fully furnished set up in 
local trailer park. Phone 630. 
1044. {ctfn-1-5-79) 
1972 Glendale Montrose 
.12x68, 8x12 Factory Add. 
8x20 Sundeck. Acorn 
fireplace. Very good con- 
dition, Must sell $13,000.00 
Phone 635-~85 after 5 p.m. 
(PS-14M) 
12 foot wide mobile home. 
Fully furnished. Completely 
carpeted. 20 foot addition. 
Phone 5-2009. (P&IiM) 
Deluxe 1~x68 Diplomat. 
bedroom furnished. Built in 
China Cabinet. lm,FP, 
Large Landscaped lot No. 17 
Pine Park. Phone 635-43~5 or 
638.1203 after 5:30 p,m. (C5- 
14M) 
For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
Vista Villa. Fully furnished, 
up In local troller' park, 
Phone 639-1044. (cirri.23.4. 
/9) 
For Sale: 22x52 Gendatl 
Vists Villa fully furnished; 
set up In Ioosl trailer park. 
Phone 638-1044. (ctfn-2.4-79) 
12x52 'Mobile Home Semi. 
furnished.. Fully skirted. Set 
up In Thornhlll. Priced to sell 
at $6800.00 Phone 638-1676 
after 6 p.m. ~(P5-3,7,9,11,15- 
15M) 
12x52 Mobile •Home, Semi- 
furnished, fully: skirted. Set 
up In Thornhlll. Priced to sell 
at  "$6800.00. P.hone 638.1676 
after 6 p.m. (PS.4,7,9,11,15- 
lSMI 
f " I • 
For sale: travel mats 
Papoose Camper for im; 
ported pick-up. 76 model, 
like new condition. 3 way 
fridge, heater, 4jacks, canoe 
rack. Sleeps 4 $3500.00 OBO 
Phone 635-3189. (P5-14M) 
8 foot .1978 Vanguard 
Camper.to view phone 630- 
1233 after 6.p[m.. (CS.DM) 
For Sale: 15 foot Shasta 
ho!lday trailer. Good con-  
dltlon. View at No. 4 Marten 
Dr., Copperslde Estates. 
Phone. 635-5615.. : (c10-11M) 
Moto~ home 23ff. citation 
DuM air condition. Full bath, 
sleeps 6. 1 yr old. Phone 632- 
3302• (C5-11M) 
For sale: 8Vzft. Kit Camper. 
Used one season. In like new 
(:ondltion. Phone 635-5691 or 
635-4971; (A7;17M) 
Well financed B.C. Investor 
looking for Land-Property 
development opportunities. For sale registered Arabian 
Will enter• partnershlp or Gelding. 7 years old $1000.00 
purchase butright. Provlde . 847-9813 (P5-IIM) 
full Information to: 
Meadowplne Properties Half Arabian Gelding. For 
Ltd., Comp 26,108 Ranch, 100 more Information call 635- 
Mile House, B.C.. (c20.15M). 9466 (PS-9M) 
, • .~ ,  • ~ . . .  
' • ' . . . ' . .  . • . . . .  
- . , . .  ~ - . ,  • . . . . .  . . 
. . -  - j  ~ ,  
NOTICE INVITING" AP- 
PLICATIONS FOR TIMBER.- 
SALELICENCE A~11568.. •
Take Notice pursuant to 
section 16(1 ) of theForest 
Act, there will be offerod for 
sale at public auction by the 
Forest Ranger Terrace, B.C. 
at 11:00 a.m.?on the 6th day 
of June, 19'/9, a Timber ~de 
License to authorize the 
• harvesting of 850 cubic 
metres of timber and located 
I mile north of the junction d
the Kitsumknlum and 
Skeena Rivers. 
Term: One (1) year. 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
scaled tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Details of the proposed 
Timber Sale Llconea may be 
.obtained from file.. Forest 
Ranger at 4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IP4 or the 
Regional Manager, Market 
Place, Prince Rupert B.C. 
VgJ 1]]9. (A2-gM) 
1 
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I 
Ready MIx Concrele,Sand, Gravel,Top Soil, Drain 
'rock, Patio ;Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, ~A Yard C~crete Mixer available for rent. 
"" ' WE DE I . IVERSATURDAYS 
• , ']. ~. , pHONE4,1$-~ 
F.J ;H. READY MIX 
~.e 0 ~tructien Ltd. 
Plant Of} Krumm Road 
Thornlllll 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
l l i 'x l l"  
12 .haole only-  5-25  
THE DALLY HERALD 
I l l !  Kales St. Torraoe 
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ON MAY 10 
• , . . * . 
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i Sponsored by The Canadian •League of Rights 
. . I *  
~ !: " . The Cenadlan League of Rights is s FREE 
• ~ , anoeiatlon of Canadians dedicated to the 
. . . . .  preservation of individual fr~lom and 
• , ~ liberty and supports the private ownership of 
. _ property and the means of production. It is 
.... " also opposed to all forms of socialism, 
, regardless ~ the label. For further in. 
formation and free umple  copies of theu' 
publications, write to 
TheCaMdian 
Leqm of Rill~ls 
P.O, BOx 171r/, 
Vanootwor. B.C. 
VeB SX2 
( •~LI,~:~ i,•1 .......... I I ] ] III I I 
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DEAR ABBY 
By Abigail V~lll ouren 
II lg79 by Chicllgo T,iUune.N.y. News Synd, Inc. 
She's a Stooge 
For a Scrooge 
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a jerk, I've workedrestnursnt hows a profit it can't stayia business Anocca- - - . . . . .  , , - , ' ~ - SLU r,x~ alongside him in our own bus.mess for J0 years hut i vesionai child s meal at a reduced price won t bankrupt the29 i~ i l i  M 
nt, ver had a dinle [ cuuhl call lily own. If [ want LID huyaverage eatery, but if it became too popular it might, l ~ 
something for myself or our children, I have to ask him for Better ask for a doggie bog and take llome your ~ltovers.~0 Past 
the money• Afterward, I have to show him the sales slip and 31 Makes lace 
give him back the exact change. DEAlt AIIllY: Wh:lt do you say to a niece who hus h lohd~_,  relief 
I don't drink or smoke. He does both. I've never heen ex-haif and blue eyes and is'nuirrled to It man who also hlis23 Sifffix With 
travagant. If my husband had to pay •someone to take myblond hair :tad blue eyes :lad just gave hirth to o baby with 
place it would cost him plenty. I do all my own housework.brown eyes and i'lilil hlatk hair? young 
too. Inclqding the hlundry, l)on't you think I deserve a few tlNCI,E EI)IilE34 Period 
dolhtrs to do with as 1 please? 35 Wing 
i am so disgusted l could screum. Print this• The jerk DEAR UNCLE: '*Congratulations." liHigh.spldted 
reads your column. Maybe this will wake him up. 
IIAI) IT Do you wllh you had more lrlends? For thv secret el horse 
• . popularity, get Abby'e new booklet; "How To Be Popldar; 37 California 
DEAR HAD IT. You not only deserve a few dollars to doYou're Never Too Younl or Too Old." Send $I wlth • lonl, beach 
with as you please, you're ENTITLED to it: But if you'veleHtddreooed, skimped 118 eento) envelope to Abby, 132 conun~nity 
held still for this kind of treatment for 30 years, rm wonder-talky Drive, Beverly Hilll, CIIIL 9011~!, 
ing who the jerk is. 
DEAR A I I i l Y :  I "ur  yl. l i l ' , ,  Sly h i i~h: l l ld  and I Oill l  u i l r  
l . l y l ' a r lh l . , , l l l l l i r i a l i l  i l l  h. ' l .h Ihov l ,  h l l l . " i l l d l l v  I inn l* r  
Otll .  ,', . • ' 
l , : i l l . I ) '  l i r i : i l i  has ~ lar le l l  ~ iun i . lhh lg  ul*w. l i e  rushes  
th r l iug l l  hi.~ niL.lit, h i l lg  bef l l r t ,  wi,*vi ,  fhl i .~hell ,  l l l ld  asks his  
I ' : i thl ,r  fl~r Ihe  car  key:;  scl hi '  i.:ln n i l  in  l ie* ear  and  I i .~lrn t. 
tat' r a d i o . .  
Il ls folher ihli..~n'l ikl, il ally nloi'l* than I Ihl. hill lil' givl..,i 
hhn the kl,ys and we fini.~h ms' nleals wilhlull him. ACROS~ "~ West or 
Brian has dllne t hi.,i whl*ll wl"vl* h:ld Ill hi.r.,i fating w h l i b . ]  Curve  
I thhik il.'s rud,., hut lay hu.~llalnl S:lV..i that il" hi, lirefl.r..i to S t . . . . .  
:lhlnl* in l hi* rat lind Ii~ll.n Iu I hl* I~;idhi0 it.;e .,ihiluhhl'l hi.,dst ! ui lena 
thai hi' ~l; iV with ns, ' 8Start for 
l'knliw l i ly  hnsband is hur l .  :is :t in l. ha l  we ' r l ,  i l i i t  sur f  boat  o r  c lo th  
wh~it I l l  th i  : ib l l i i t  i t .  Wh: i l  Ih l  )'Oil Ihh ih7  " 19. PJ~" - . 
i IIIIZAN'.S Mli' I ' I IEIt-- ~w;~ler .
DEAR MOTllER: Brian is trying to tell you he is bored. 1~ Operetie. 
Ilave you tried drawing him into the conversation- solo ~0Eye 
responses7 Tryl4 Queue ~recting questions to him-listening• to his Solemn 
next Sunday nnd rll bet Brian stays through dessert! 15 Magic promise 
l iE ; l i t  AIIIIY: lhiw iihout starting u elimll:iign to i~et |7Brainst0rm . 
re.,itliuranls 1o .ll'fer children's liorlhlus ill reducl*liprh*es i.18 Main, f0r 
senior citizens? I'm over ti5 and i'lln'i eal u reguhir.slzt; illelil one 
in a rtlslour:lnl, hut rnl sol :llhlwed 1o i,rdi.r :i ehihl's nleal.ll Conceuied 
1 ju.,il hate *hD .,it*e :ill ihiil giiiiil foodgo 1o wiisll*. 
llle:ise st.i. whal you can do for us alder folks. AhllY21 sebedeled 
SMAI,I, 'EATEIt IN II,I,INI)IS ~ Type Of 
grape 
D'EAR SMALL EATER: It's a lovely idea, but unless ,P~ l~arcoleptic 
CROSSWORD 
3 Movie or 
Mnrray shooting 
40 Understand 4 Cosmetics 
41 Makes 5 Hot under Z5 
into the collar 
law 6 Coniferous " i l l  
45.Weaken': tree . 
Raspberry 7 Gets to the 
bottom of 
8 Playground 
feature  19 
'ha Anger 9 Assistance 32 
53 Colloids 10 Chemical 
54 Toy snfllx 
Promise 11 Pasture 33 
DOWN 16 Yields 
1 Recedes 20 Gershwin 35 
Z Condiment or Levis 
Average solut# "n time: 25 man, 36 Cervantes' 
IA ID IA IR JH IA IR I I  [ ]  I IR!-qt ' "Panza  
IB IA IS IE IA IP IE IS IN IE IT I  38 British -- 
I I IRl l  ISIHIMDISISmDINL61 39 Substantial 
42 Roman 204 
43 Tube r ' 
44 Gush forth 
45 London 
weather 
forecast 
IA ISIHnFIRIEINICIHIFIRlY l  46 Rlpen 
IN IE IOmEIOtN IS IE IR I I  I1=1 47 Under the 
IS IAJP- . I I~I~tD/EISIOtPlSI .  weather 
4-13' 49 Dialect of 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. " Siamese . 
• 13 Entrance 
"~1 Curved 
• molding 
French 
direction 
Check 
i~livago 
heroine 
Relative 
of etc. 
Shoe width 
Gains- 
borough 
subject 
Dinner 
entree 
F0rtas or 
Beanie 
I 3 ~4 1 2 
,.12 . . i' 13 
18 . ' I 
i i i  tfi iiP.' 
26 27 • 
34 
37 
mt 
45 46 
5O 
i r=r o !!!" I 
.N ,  ° .1'° =ll. l 1 ! t 
24 is  
28 
I I ' 
='lie 
N ,I-I I Ni 
IN ' I  I I 
QtYPTO~UI]P 4-13 
SOEE N JHACP"  YEGMC:ACP J HG-  
YGSGN HOHME PMH'SGCACP 
Yesterday's Cryptmlulp --  BROWN FAWN NIBBLED ON 
GREEN FIELD GRASS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: N equals S 
1"ne Cryploquip is a simple subetituUen cipher in "which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that, X equsis O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using, an apostrophe can give youclue~ to IocaUug 
vowels. SeluUon is aceompllahed by tdui and error. 
• ~')1979 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
H O R O S C O P E  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Though you agree about he 
future, it may be dlffleuit to 
cooperate now. Hurt feelings 
could mean the same 
argument goes on and on. 
TAURUS I~ l~ i~.  
(Apt, 20 to May 20) 
An extra busy workday 
increa~t the pomdbfllty of 
irritations. A work project 
may have to be done over. 
Keep the peace where 
pouslble, 
(May 21 to June 
Social functions have 
• definite romantic peasiblllties. 
Avoid pressing your luck, 
though. Don't spread yourself 
thin or party too late. 
c~CER ®(~ 
(June ~.l to July 22) 
News from a distance is 
heartwarming, but a mate or 
close ally may object to you 
travelIng now. Avoid a late 
p.m. flare-up about mutual 
assets. 
LEO t t  =_.f~ 
(Jiffy 23 to Aug. 22) il~ilVll~ 
Though the time Is ripe to 
write love letters, the 
posaiblity of an exchange of 
hard words with others exists. 
Be attentive and amenable. 
FOR WEDNESDAY, ,MAY 9,1979 
v=~o ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
• Take care of estate matters 
and negotiate, loans, but be 
prudent with ready cash. A 
mate or close ally may be in a 
spending mood. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to oct. 22) -n-~<'~ 
Sharing thoughts with loved 
ones Is especially gratifying 
now. Stress gentleness with 
others and you'll avold a p.m, 
confrontatlon. 
scoRmo nt, jlir- 
(Oct. 23 to Nov, 21) 
Trust intuition. An inspired 
hunch about a work project 
improves income potential. 
Co-workers .though may be 
edgy or competitive. 
SAGITrARIUS l l~  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Twin Invitations may 
• provide you with a delightful 
dilemma. Romantic prospects 
are brlght, but respect the 
feelings of sensitive friends. 
CAPRICORN l#t,J ~ 
(Doe. 22 to Jan. 19) 
The accent is on sympathy 
and compassion. Hospital 
visits and charity work might 
be part of your day..Avoid a 
home vs. career conflict. 
i ' 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. ) 
You may receive an In- 
vitation to an unusual get .  
together, but in discussions 
with others be tolerant of 
opposing viewpoints.  
P,SC= X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Trust your Intuitions about 
career ventures. Joint 
flrmndal dealings have an 
element of discord. Usa-  
pelted news in the late p.m. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
universally mindedi but 
somewhat stubborn and not 
given to  compromise. 
Strongly artistic, you're at. 
tracted to the theater, design, 
music, and literature. You like 
excitement on the job and 
would enjoy t ravel  in con. 
nectlon with work, You're also 
dramatic and are comfortable 
in front of large audiences. 
Law, public, servlce, 
medicine, and real estate are 
other suitable occupations. In
husiness, you like personal 
contacts, but must forego a 
tendency to be expedient, 
Birthdale of: Pancho Gun. 
zales, tennis ace; J,M, Barde, 
writer; and Albert Fiuney, 
actor. 
(is) 1979 King Features Syndicate, Inc, 
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"It's my old flashlight. I couldn't get any candles," 
I I I i l I [ . . . .  I I f ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  IIIf I ............... j " l - '+ i  ........................... 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
A ~o~ A G/RL,A S/M,o/.£ PAT, =, 
8/17" FATE HA~ OT/{~R ,OLANS,,, ~]~ 
WHY THE 2"~ .T. WANT 1 
:.~htYGTERY. CAROLE'~J YOU TO BE 
,-x--~ ,SLIR PRI GEP/  
CATFISH 
[l'll~g1'~l (LoVe r W~'r poes 
I I I I I I I  l R  l~ J lYOU'VE  
I111111 Illl~JA/~=_l ~V' 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
;.,,.;,0-.,,,A ....... . .... / voo'~le ~oT To  e~ laDC~i~t~T"--'-- . i ~i ! 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
" " - -  . . . .  i ~"  "% ) c~> ~'U~-l~',~,~ l 
.' , .. 'l I'-~,~--~ \ ~ .w~!  / 
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B.C. By Joh'nny Hart 
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